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OR, HOP WAH'S MAGIC TRICK
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-The Wounded Buck.

them. But Young Wild West's quick ears told ·
him that it came from almost directlv ahead. so
It was a fine morning in the early fall a few uoading to h1s companions, he called o·u t:
\ years ago, when Young Wild West and his friends
. ':Com1:! on. I !ecko~ that sounds something like
broke camp and mounted their horses to proceed c1v1hzatt0n. Wild ammals are not in the 'h abit
along the trail that ran m tortuous fasnion over· of firing shots. A man did that, you can bet."
the mountains. in the extreme western part of
They all urged their horses a little faster rtow,
New Mexico. The young deadshot, as Young Wild and when they had covered a distance of probWest was familiarly known, was simply on one ably a coup-le of hundred ·yards, , a wounded bucRof his horseback rides through a wild part of the suddenly appeared before them. They all undercountry, hunting up something in the way of ex- stood well why the shot had been fired now.
Some one had shot at the buck but had failed to
citement and adventure.
With him, a s was usually the case, were his drop him. Young Wild West's rifle· flew to his
golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Chey- shoulder in a twinkling, and as the buck turned
enne Charlie, the scout, and his wife Anna; Jim and was dashing off to the right for cover he
_
Dart, a Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart, Eloise pulled the trigger.
Gardner, and the two Chinamen named Hop Wah
Crang! As the sharp report rang out the aniand Wing Wah, who acted in the capacity of mal dropped, turning a complete somersault and
servants. The party had c~mped close to a little then lying perfectly still.
glen where there was plenty of water and grass
"Right behind the left foreshoulder, Et. I did
for the horses, and with no particular destination not make a mistake, if the other fellow did!" the
in view they set out along the mountain trail, young deadshot exclaimed, as 'he rode toward the
hoping to find something to interest them before spot.
·
night came.
was the · girl's
mistake,"
a
make
never
"You
They had not seen · anything in the way of a retort, as she followed him. ·
·
habitation, nor had they met a human being in •
quite
deer
the
found
and
dismounted
two
The
·
two days. But they knew if they kept on travel- dead. The boy pointed to a spot of crimson di·ng in the direction · they were now going they
the foreshoulder of the animal.
ust certainly get over into Arizona and come rectly behind
"That's w'here my bullet went,~ he said. "Now
'
out pretty near old Fort Defiance.
we'll see where the other fellows went."
They had been tJhere ·several times, but never then,
Ta!dng the deer by one of the hind legs and the
had' they taken this particular route before.
over, and then a bullet wound
"Et, this looks to me as though it ought to be a tail, he turned it
on the rig'ht hip.
pretty good place for mming," the young deadshot was discovered
"Maybe the fellow couldn't do any better. The
rema1·ked to his sweetJheart, as they were leading
the way over a short level stretch close to the edge buck might have been just appearing as he fired,
of a yawnini? chasm. "I have seen several spots and he couldn't hit him anywhere ~e," the young
amoni? the rocks that have the appearance of deadshot remarked. "Any'how, he can have the
containini? somethini? in the way of pay-dirt. It venison if he will only come to get it. We don't
is strange that we haven't met a prospector be- happen to need any just now."
The rest • came up, and then all dismounted.
fore this."
"Appearances are sometimes deceiving, Wild," While it was not a new ·thing for them to see a
the girl answered, smiling at him. "You can't slain deer, they all seemed curious to have a look
always tell by the outside what might lay beyond." at this one, since some one else had wounded it
"I know that well eflough," and ·the "boy and Young Wild West had put the :finishing
laughed good-naturedly. "But I can't help think- touches to it.
jng it &trange that we haven't come across some"You wantee skin um deer, Misler Wildl" Hop
body or seen evidences that. they have been here." Wah asked, as he came forward, ·knife in hand.
At that moment the sharp report of a rifle rang
"I reckon riot, Hop. The 'deer ,don't belong to
out, though the shot was fired some distance from us. I mean by that, it isn't needed by us. We'll
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let whoever it was who fired the first shot take
the venison."
'"Arn::e llght, Misler Wild. But you shootee um
dee1·."
"'Yes, I know t killed it. But some one else shot
it h. ~•- lt we were batily in neeu of tl"esn meat
1 ni,ght claim this venison. But as we are not,
we ll Jet the other fellow have it."
"I reckon that's the best thing you could do,
kid," a voice spoke up close to them.
T·hen as they all turned, somewhat surprised, a
rough-looking man stepped from behind a rock, a
rifle in his hand. He was followed by three ruore,
anu tney were all wugJ1-looking customers, such
as are very often found in that part of the country.
·•Been listening to what we were talking about,
eh?" Young Wild West asked, as just the vestige
of an angry gleam showed in his eyes. "What's
the matter with you fellow:,? Were you afraid
to come right up"? You saw us here, I suppl)se,
and thought you would sneak up and do a little
listening."
"What are you tryin' to talk about, kid?" the
man who had first appeared demanded, angrily.
"We did not have to sneak up here. After I £hot
that buck we started right along after him, 'ca\lse
I knowed he would be bound to fall afort! he went
very far. I hit him close to the heart, an' I know
it."
"You did, eh'? Well, do you ·know what part of
an animal the heart is supposed to lie in?"
"I?on't ask sich foolish questions, kid. That
buck is mine."
"I am not going to dispute that part of it. I
am willing to give it to you."
"Willin' to give it to me. What <lo you think
of that, boys?" and the man turned to his companions, who appeared to be greatly surprised,
whether they were or not.
Young Wild West was noted for his wonderful
coolness, and thoug-h he had been slightlv ang-ry
at first, he was now only amused.
"You must have heard me say that we were
going to give the buck to the one who fired the
first shot at it," the boy went on, in his cool and
easy way. "One of our Chinamen wanted to dress .
the animal, but I told him not to do so."
"That's where you made a mistake, kid. He's
perfectly welcome to go ahead an' skin the buck
an' take out t~ in'ards."
"No doubt he may be willing to do so, but he
isn't going- to do it, my friend. You take the
buck and go on about your business. It is yours,
because we are giving it to you."
"Well, by ginger!" and the man showed genuine anger now. "You're talking- to me like this,
eh, wid? l reckon you don't know that I'm a
dangerous customer when I once git started."
"Please don't get 5tarted now, then. ·we hate
to meet dangerous customeri.;."
The boy spoke in such a tantalizing way that
the four men stared at him as if undecided just
how to take him.
"The kid acts as if he owns the whole earth,
Link " one of them said, looking at the man who
was ~nquestionably the leader. "Maybe it would
be a good idea for us to trim him a little. He's
only got two with him, 'cause the gals an' the two
heathens don't count for anything. Let's shuke
'em-up a -little, an' try an' make 'em know what
m.nners ii:."

The wor ds \\ ere scarcely out of the fellow's
mouth when Cheyenne Charlie tu1·ned toward him,
his face red with excitement and anger. \V1thout
saying a word he let go with his rig-lit hand and
caught him a 5winging blow on the side of the
head. Cheyenne Charhe was a powerful man, anti
the result was that the man went sp1·awling upon
t'he ground.
"Wow, wow! Whoopee, whoopee!" he yelled,
dancing about and at the same time pulling a gun.
"You fellers want to shake us up a little, eh?
Well, I reckon if I couldn't clean out the whole
four of yer without no one to help me I'd never
take another chaw__of tobacker. Dance, you sneakin' coyotes, dance!"
Then he began firing at the ground, and the
action was so unexpected that the villains turned
pale and started to flee.
"Hold on, there!" Young Wild West commanded, and then a revolver showed in his hand. "You
fellows have started this thing going, o you'll
stay right here until I tell you to leave."
T'h ey all saw that he meant business, and after
firing five shots the scout stopped.
"Get up off the ground," Wild cried, nodding ththe rascal the scout had knocked down. "You
fellows are a bad lot, and I know it. I knew it
the moment I set eyes on you, too. But don't
think for a moment that you can frighten us or
any one of us, for that matter. There is no one
here who would be very much afraid of such fellows as you, even though I suppoi;e you would not
hesitate to commit murder if you could gain a few
dollars by doing it."
"Say," cried the man who had been ~.ddressed
as Link, "what does this all mean, an:rhow"?"
"You know what it means pretty well,' the
young deadshot retorted coolly. "You have been
called pretty hard, and you found that you could-n't do as you plea£ed. Now then, I tell you to
take that buck and get away from here. I 'll give
you just five minutes to do it. If you are nllt
out of sight in that time the chances are you will
be riddled with bullets. Step lively there."
"We don't want that buck,'' wa,, the re ply. "I
reckon we'll go."
"You will take the buck. You heard what I
said.''
Jim Dart now stood at the side of his hone, i..
smile on his face and a gun in hii:: hand. Arietta
held a rifle, which told plainly tbat she meant to
take a shot if it was necessa1·y. The four villains saw all this, and they knew pretty well that
they 'h ad a very slim chance.
"I suppose we may as well take the buck,'' the
leader said, as he led the way toward the dead
deer.
The fellow who had been knocked down kept a
sharp watch on t!he scout as he passed. Probably he thought he might get the same dose again.
"You sorter shook us up, I reckon,'' Charles
said, as he stepped up to him, _g-rinnine: broadly.
"You jutty nigh scared the life out of me. That's
.why I swung out my hand an' hit yer. Don't do
anything like that ag'in, will yer? I know blamaj
well we couldn't stand it. We would all git
scared that we would either run away or most
likely faint. You oug'hter be ashamed of yourself
for tryin' a thing like that when there's gals
here."
"Hold on, pard," the man said, almost en-
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tr_e atingly. "I was dead wrong in sayin' what I
did. But let it go at that, won't yer?"
"All right, I'll let it go. But I reckon Young
Wild West told yer that yer had five minutes to
~it away with that buck."
At the mention of the young- deadshot's name
the four villains started and then all eyes were
turned upon our hero.
_
"Are you Young Wild West?" the leader a ked,
rather•faintly.
"That's who I am. What is your name?"
"My name is Link Levison." '
"And you're a mig'hty bad man when you get
started," the boy added, with a laugh.
"Maybe I a;m. But I'm putty good jest now,
ain't I?"
"I reckon you are. But go on. You're losing
time. The five minutes will soon be, up. I am
going to stick to my word. If you are not out of
sight with tha t buck when I think the five minutes
have expired I am going to start in shooting. I
never miss what I aim at, either.'(
That was quite enough. The four villains grabbed the carcass of the deer and started hurriedly
from the spot.
But they all kept a watch on our friends until
thev were able to get behind some rocks that
were close at hand. Knowing pretty well that
they would probably take a chance of shooting
at them from cover, the young deadshot started
after them. The moment he appeared in view
the four ran as if for their hves, carrying- the
buck with them. Cheyenne Charlie quickly joined the young- .deadshot.
"Wild," said he, as he threw his rifle to his
shos_:lder, "I'm goin' to clip the hat from the
'head of that galoot what said his name was
Link Levison."
The boy gave a nod, and then the scout's rifle
spoke. His aim was true, for Link Levison, as
he called himself, let e:o his hold upon the buck
and made a g-rab for his hat, but too late to
catch it, for the bullet had hit it in such a way
that it was swept from his head in a twinkling-.

of those men. It usually happens .whenever a
thing- like this takes place that they loo for
reveng-e."
"That's ·right, Et," was the reply. "The
chances ate they will follow us and l~ok for a
chance to sret square. But that's all ril!:ht.
That will only- make it all the more interesting.
We'll have somethinsr to be on the watch ~r
now.''
Then the boy patted the srlossy neck of the
sorrel stallion he was riding- and added:
"Spitfire don't mind it, I'm sure, little e:irl,
and I don't see why you should."
"Oh, I am not mindinsr it one bit, Wild," and
the g-irl lausrhed ·lisrhtly. "I have srot so that
I'm a srreat deal like you and Charlie and Jim.
I hardly think I could be content if there wasn't
something- in the way of dang-er to face now and
then."
"No, but I hardly think there will be a srreat
deal of dani:rer caused by the four villains we
have iust left behind us.''
The boy had scarcely spoken when the :;;harp
report of a rifle sounded and a bullet whistled
over him head.
"There!" exilaimed Arietta, excitedly. "You're
very much Itlistaken, Wild. They are shootingat you now."
,
"That's risrht," the boy answered, coolly.
He was already g-azinsr in the direction the
shot had come from, and his 1·ifle was at his
shoulder. Charlie and Jim were ready to shoot,
too, but not the least sig-n of a man could they
see.
Crang! Another report rang- out, and this
time a bullet passed close to the head of Jim
Dart. But Younsr Wild West and his partners
had all seen the puff of smoke, and before the
echo of the report had died out th~ir rifles
spoke simultaneously. Neither of them had seen
the man but all had fired at the spot w'nere
they knew one must surely be. Not a sound in
the way of a human cry could be heard, so they
could not tell whether they had been successful
or not.
"Keep right on riding-," Wild called out, in
,liis cool and easy way. "Go on ahead. idrls.
CHAPTER II.-The Beautiful Lake.
You needn't stay back, Et, for I am sure we ,,,on't
"That will do, Charlie, the young- deadshot need your help just now."
The two Chinamen ure:ed the pack-horses they
said, laull."hinll."lY. "I reckon they'll keep on £?0ing- a little farther, anyhow. Now, then, I sup- were leading- at a fast pa'ce, and soon Younl?
pose we may as well ride along' after them. Wild West and his partners were well in the
Perhaps they won't stick to the trail very tar, rear.
"There's just one thinl!: about it, Wild," Cheybut if they do and we happen to come upon
enne Charlie declared, as they were ridinsr alongthem there will be no danger of us being- hurt,
after the rest of the party, "there ain't but
unless they hide somewhere and ambush us."
three of them measly coyotes left. I know that
"That's rig-ht, Wild," the scout retorted, as he
threw out an empty shell and looked sharply he didn't have time to move a foot afore I shot."
"That's the way I felt about it," Jim Dart
at his rifle. "I reckon that galoot lost a little
of his hair when his hat blew off. I was shoot- declared.
"So did L boys," the young- deadshot nodded.
ing- putty close to his head, an' I know it."
"Well, if mv bullet killed one of them I am sorry
The two turned and went back to where the
for it. But I suppose it was no more than rlirht
rest were waiting with the horse. Then mountfor us to fire after they had shot at us twice.
g-, Younll." Wild West ll,"ave the word and they
each time with the intent to kill.''
all rode along the trail. When they came to the
They rode on, and soon overtook the sdrls and
spot where they had seen ithe :four men's foot- ·
prints in the soft ll,"round at the rig-ht of the the two Chinamen. Thousrh they kept watching
trail told them that they had l!:one in that di- behind them they saw nothing- of the villains and
a couple of hours later they found themselves
rection.
"Well, Wild." Arietta said, noddinll." to her upon a sort of pleateau that stretched out for
~ung lover, "I suppose we haven't seen the last several miles. It was no long-er a trail that they
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were followinl!, but simply a natural path that the same. But we've g-ot · to remember that
th horses picked out themselves. It wound this there's three sneakin' coyotes likely to foller
way and that, but there was one thin!! 5ure us bere, so I s'pose we had better find some sort
about it, it had led them to a pretty high ele- of place to camp where they w·o n't have a very
vation, and the nearest spot to them that was g-ood ch;mce to pick us off afore we know it.
hil!her was half a mile away, where t1'ere was How about that place over there Wild?"
"Where, Charlie?" and the y'oung- dead fiot
a rather tall peak that was covered with snow
tu;,11e_d and looked in the direction he pointed.
tho top.
Rig-ht over there. Don't you see where the
Straig-ht ahead of them on the level !!round
wa· a patch of woods which thev could tell was bank comes down mig-hty steep an' it sorter
not very wide, as they could see the blue sky hunches in a little. There's the brook runnin'
shining- between the trees here and there. Young- rig-ht down at the coiner of it, an' it runs n,rht
·
Wild West and his sweetheart led the way, and on into the bie: pond."
"I see the spot, Charlie. That looks to me to
thev were soon ridine: throue:h the tang-Jed veg-etation in the woods.. As they reached the other be all ri_ght. We'll g-o over there at once."
The place the scout bad indicated was rig-ht at
side they were surprised to see a g-ood-sized lake ·
stretching- out before them. This was surround- the very ed_ge of the lake. It was well protected,
ed on all sides by a green slope, and it certainly too, and when they _got there our friends coul<l
looked pretty enoug-h. The water was ot a not help feelinll: but that it was an admirable
blueish tint, and ' there was _iust enoue:h of a snot to pitch their camp upon.
breeze to cause it to ripple and dance in the
"You must have been looking- nrettv sharply,
Charlie," Youn_g Wild West said, as he noclded
sunlig-ht.
''Come on," Youne: Wild West called out to his head in a satisfactory way. "We couldn't
these behind. "I reckon here's where we have have found a better place to put up at if w
e:ot to take a boat if we want to g-o any farther had _gone all the way around the lake. and I'll
bet on that."
in a straig-ht line."
"A boat, eh ? " Cheyenne Charlie echoed, as he
As he said this the young deadshot promptly
forced his horse at a faster g-ait and ouickly unbuckled the saddle-g-irths and J>roceeded to reemerg-ecl into the woods. "Well. bv ginger!'' he move the saddle from Spitfire. When he had done
added. "Here's a mie:hty big- pond. But where's this he tied the end of his lariat about the anithe boat, Wild?"
mal's neck and then removing- the bridle led him
"That hasn't showed up vet, Charlie. Maybe out upon the g-rassy slope and tied the other
end of the rope to a _.emall tree. Charlie and
it will appear pretty soon."
The e;irls were delie:hted at the pretty scene, Jim were not long- in fixin_g their horses in the
for the lake, which must have been over a mile same way, and then they promptfy turned their
in length, and fully half that distance in width, attention to those the g-irls had been riding-. The
certainly looked beautiful to them, with the e:reen g-irls always assisted "in putting- the camJJ in
shape, and as soon as Hop and Wing- had erected
foilave that g-rew upon the banks around it.
"Plenty fishee here, maybe," Hop Wah spoke the two tents they left the shore of the lake and
up, as he rode forward and nodded in a nleased busied themselves until everything- was satisway. "Me likee ketchee fishee. Me vepv smartee factory to them.
"Well, Wing-," Young- Wild West said, as he
.
Chinee."
Wing, who was unlike his brother in many re- looked at his watch, "it's noon now. I reckon you.
spects, did not say a word, but took as much in- may as well start a fire and cook something-. I
for_got that I was hung-ry, or that it was twelve
terest in the Jake as any of the rest.
·
"Maybe we stoppee here lillee while. Mister o'clock yet."
The cook grinned in a pleased way, and then
Wild," Hop went on, as he looked at the you~
went rig-ht at work making- his prel)arations. 'fhl).
deadshot su_ggestively.
"Why, of coffee-kettle was hung- over the fire, and then Uie
· "Stop here," Arietta answered.
course we will. I am ouite sure that we'll stay cook spread the burning- wood out a little and
placing- some heavier nieces upon it waited for
here until tomorrow mornin_g, anyhow."
"You have _got thit about rig-ht, little _girl," them to burn so there would be hardly anythingWild retorted, lau_ghffi_gly. "I was .iust g-oine: to left but the- live coals. He had all the iml)leSUl!"Y.est that we stay here until tomorrow morn- rnents necessary for broiling meat, and by the
ing-. I know you and Anna and Eloise are taken time he had cut up some steaks from a bear's
up by the beautiful scenery here, and that vou ham and a haunch of venison the fire was ready
would all enjoy it if we remained here for a to cook them. Anna usually lent her assistance
when she was not otherwise eng-ag-ed, and bein_g
while."
"Yes, there is no mistake about that," and rather hung-ry ·now helped the cook along-. Meanthe _girl nodded in a pleased way and Quickly while Hop Wah was preparing- a fishing- line.
Every time he came to a g-ood-sized brook or a
dismounted.
She led her horse to a level, g-rassv plot, and body of water that looked as if there mig-ht be
then throwing- the bridlerein over his head, watk- fish in it he felt the inclination to find out. But
ed to the edg-e of the bank and looked - into the he was not _going to start in fishing- .iust vet,
water. It was not lonll: before Anna and Eloise for like the rest,· he was anxious to eat the noon
joined her, and finding- a soft velvety spot, they day meal.
Wild and Arietta walked a little distance along
all sat down.
"They seem to be takiin' solid comfort," Chey- the shore of the lake and stood. there talktn_g,
enne Charlie observed, with a chuckle, as he when suddenly a curious-looking- man stepped
jerked his thumb toward the three. "I reckon from the woods and walked toward them in a
had bette1r fix up thing-s an' do a little bit of hesitatin~ sort of way. We say courious-loolonit,
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for the fellow was attired in clothini?"that seemed • "Yes, I've l?Ot what you mig-ht call a home not
to .have been made entirely of the skins of wild far from here. But never mind about that. Don't
animals, and tit>on his head was the sembl,mce of make me show it to you. I'd rather you -wouldn't
a hat of the same material. Of course such a know jest where it .is."
r son was bound to astonish even Young- Wild
"Suit yourself about that. But I want . voa. to
·est.
understand plainly that you need have no jear of
-"Et," the young- deadshot said, nodding- to nis any of us bothering- you. We came here by
sweetheart, "if we were upon an island just now ·accident,'just as I said a minute ag-o. From whatI'd be willing- to swear that this fellow was Rob- I have seen of you I take it that you are. a:
inson Crusoe."
pretty _good sort of fellow, but that you have rea'' It looks like a wild man, ~ild," the J?irl re- sons for living- away up here in the wilds of the
torted, a s she recovered from her astonishment. mountain, _so I won't ask you any more about
"But he don't act that way. He wants to come it. It is your business, and not our&."
he re and seems to be afraid."
"That's the way· I like to hear you talk, young
"That's all rig-ht. We'll soon fix that oart of it." feller," Old Saul answered, his face lighting up.
Then the boy nodded to the queer-looking- man, "Jest tell me who you are an' I'll feel better
who had come to a halt a hundred feet away, satisfied."
and called out:
"My name is Young- Wild West."
"Come on, strang-er. I reckon everything- is all
"That na me sounds funnier than mine. I never
rig-ht. "
heard of ver afore, mv boy."
At thi s the man promptly started toward them.
"Probably not. Let me introduce you to my
friends. You'll find them all true and honest."
Then, Wild was not long- in calling out the
names of each member of the party, not forg-etting- Hop and Wing-, for both had walked to the
CHAPTER 111.-Old Saul. .
spot. ·
•
"You have put your tents up, I see," Old Saul
T hose who had remained at the camp did not
know of the presence of the strang-er until they observed, as he looked in the direction the Chinawas 11:oing-. • heard Young- Wild West shout to him. When man
"Yes, we'll stay here till tomorrow morning,
they looked and saw such an odd-looking- man
orobablv, or maybe a little longer if the girls
the v were not a little surprised.
· "Gi:eat g-imlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. feel inclined that way."
"Maybe you're lookin' for someth~n• up here
"Look at that feller. Appears as thoug-h he's
been livin' uo here in the mountains all his life. about the lake ? " the old fellow a sked. an anxi- •
Wn.y, he ain't g-ot a thing- in the way of store ous look showinl? upon his face.
"Why, no, Saul. Didn't I tell you that we came
clothes on him. I wonder where in thunder he
here by accident?"
come from, anyhow?"
"Yes, you told me that. But it's all right.
" Let's g-o and find out, Charlie.'1 Anna sug-g-ested. "He is walking- toward Wild and Arietta, believe you, Young- Wild West."
"Saul," the boy said, smiling-ly, "come over and
and se1,ms to be friendly."
" Right yer are," and then the scout led the have dinner with us. I am sure our cook has
prepared enough for one more.''
wav to the spot.
"No, no," was the Quick reply. "I ain't in the
The stranger acted rather timid when he saw
them all coming- that way, but already Wild had habit of eatin' along- with other folks."
t"Never mind about that. You are going- to eat
succeeded in making- him understand that they
dinner with us. Now come right along-."
were friends.
The boy spoke in such a persuasive wav that
"I reckon you must live around here, strang-er,"
the young- dead hot .was saving-, as the rest . the old fellow g-ave in to him partly. But when
Wild started to lead him toward the camt> he
1e up.
"Yes, I've been livin' around here · some little pulled back suddenly and exclaimed:
'' No, I can't do it! I ain't fit to eat alongtime," was the reply, and then the speAker looked
with good company."
·
at all hands in a distrustful way.
"Don't say that. Your face and hands are
"You needn't be afraid of us, my friend," the
young deadshot declared, smiling-ly. "We didn't certainly clean enoug-h, and just beiause you have
come here to interfere with you at all. We Just g-ot some outlandish clothing- on you don't say
kept on riding- up this way and when we found that you are not fit to be in our compan y. Just
the lake here we deci1ied to stay here until to- forg-et how you are dressed and come rig-ht on.
morrow. A very pretty scene, so the g-irls say." We have 11:ot something- g-ood. Bear-steaks and
" Maybe it is a putty scene," was •the reply, and venison. How does that strike vou ?"
"I'm putty well used to both," was the reply.
the man looked at the boy keenly, a s if he was
"But that · coffee does smell g-ood."
trying- to solve his thoug-hts.
"Do you mind t ellin11; us who you are?" our
"Do you like a cup of g-ood coffee?"
"Yes, I might a s well say that I do."
hero a sked, after a pause.
" You kin call me Old Saul. That's what t he y
" Well, come rig-ht on, then."
med me two or three years ago, when I met a
That settled it. The coffee did the trick, and
few pepole somethin' like fift y miles from here." Old Saul permitted himself to be conducted to
the camp. Wing saw him coming- and took oains
"Old Saul, eh?"
to have an extra plate and cup, as well as a knife
"Yes , that's g-ood enough."
"Very well. We'll drop the old part of it and and fork.
·
call you Saul. I believe you said you lived around
"Sav, Wild," the scout spoke up, as if he had
just thought of something. "you for1?ot to ask
here somewhere."
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Old Saul if there was any one livin' with hii;n.
Maybe he's J?Ot a wife or a vard."
"I am livin' all al-0ne," the old fellow svoke ul),
promptly.
Holl assisted his brother in passinJ? the food
to the h1¥1gry ones. Old Saul insisted on sitting
down close to a fiat rock a short -distance away
and havinl? his food brought there. Hop was
was the first to finish eatinl?, and when he JZOt UP
he promptly picked up the fishing rod he had
fashioned from a small spalinJZ and said:
"Now, Jen. me ketchee fishee."
"Got fishin' tackle, eh?" Old Saul exclaimed,
as he Quickly J?Ot upon his feet and ran to the
Chinaman.
"Lat light," Hop answered.
"An' real hooks, I see."
"Me J?ottee plenty hookee, so be:''
"Will yer sell me two or three hooks? There's
lots of fish in the lake here, but I ain't neyer
had the right kind of hooks to ketch 'em with.
But I do ketch quite a few ·how an' then."
"Me givee you plenty hookee," Hop dectared,
and putting down the pole he went to the leather
baJ? in which he carried his odds and ends, and
soon returned · with a dozen fish hooks of various
sizes.
"You takee um hookee," he said, handinl? .them
to the old man. "You velly muchee 'bliJ?ee."
"You bet I'm much obliged!" 01d Saul exclaimed his eyes dancinJr with deliJrht. "Them is real
fish hook·s, they are. But I've JZOt a little money,
an' I want to pay you for 'em."
"You no pay, so be."
"That's all riJrht, Saul," Wild spoke up just
then. "Hop has plenty of fish hooks, and no
doubt he can supply you with a .couple of good
lines, too."
"Oh, I kin make out all right on lines. I make
'em mvself out of catgut. You see, I shoot wild
cats an' I've learned how to make fiddle-strinJrS
an' fishin' lines."
"You ain't got a fiddle, have yer ?1 ' Charlie
s-i,oke up, showing considerable interest.
"Yes, I've JZot one that I pay on sometimes."
"By jing-o! You'll have to play us a tune afore
·
we g-o away from here."
The old man said nothing to this, but it was
evident that he <ltd not care to talk any further
on that particular subject. He took the hooks
from Hop and then bowing- to the party, said:
"I'll l?O on back now. Maybe vou'll see me aJrin ·
afore night. I ·might take a notion to show you
where I live, too, but I won't sav so jest now.
I've Jrot to think it over. It's all so strange to
me, vou know. To meet ~eople who seem to be
kind an' honest to me is somethin' new. All
them I'-ve been in the habit of meetin' in the
last few years have been tryin' to git best or me."
Without saying another word he turned and
walked rapidly from the spot, and was soon lost
to view behind a rise a short distance away.
"Mighty funny thin.e:s happen sometimes, don't
they, Wild?" Cheyenne ·Charlie observed, as he
turned and looked at the young deadshot when
Old Saul -had become lost to view.
"That's right, Charlie. But it is not ,the first
fellow like that we have met in our travels. I
suppose there is somethinJr back of it all. Men
take peculiar notions sometimes. Probably he .
has met with so'me bitter disappointment durin~

his lifetime. and , he has come aw~y f~~m civilization to live the life of a recluse."
"Me JZO iishee now, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up-,
as he came up to them with a tomato can that' ~
was partly filled with worms which he had du~ .
up in the soft earth near the edge of the lake. 'fJ
"I suppose that means that you are inviting
us to l?O and watch you catch the fish."·
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Maybe you thlingee
me no ketchee fishee."
"Well, since Old Saul Said there were plenty of
fish in the lake I have no idea but that you will
catch plenty of them. We'll see how you make
4
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Then Hop l~d the way to a convenient part of
the bank where all might sit down and take it
easy, and while he was baiting his ho.ok all but
Wing came to the spot and sat down. Charlie
drew his huntinJr knife · and tested the edge.
"I'll J?it the scales off of 'em an' clean 'em as
fast as you fletch 'em, Hop,"' he said. "Go ahead,
this knife is as sharp as a razor, an' I'm ready."
"Allee light, tisler Charlie," and then the
Chinaman deftly cast the baited hook into the~
water."
The line had barely time to settle before he got
a -bite, and then up came a fine-looking fish that
must have weighed a couple of pounds. It was
of a type that might be called a lake trout, and
was very good for eatinJ? purposes. All hands
knew this, and -when Charlie cauJZht the fish and
prpmptly started at work ,upon it with his knife ·
they felt that thev would surely have a meal of
fish for supper. In a little while Hop had caught
Quite a number of the fish.
Hop reached out and cast out a little farther
than he had peen doinJ? before. As he drew
up the pole slightly the line tiJ?htened suddenly.
At first he thought it was a - bite, but when he
gave another pull he. kne}V that the hoolJ had
caught upon somethinJ?.
"Whattee mattee ?" he exclaimed lookinJ?
around at his comn.anions in surprise.' "Maybe
um loot of um tlee ketchee hookee."
"The hook has caught aJ?ain a rock or stone "
Charlie spoke up. "Pull easy, or you'll bre;;k
·
your line."
. Then Hop started to pull slowly. At first there •
was no J?ive, but presently he was able to lift the
pole higher with ease. Not carinJ? to break the
line, he raised it as high as the pole would permit him, and then droppinJ? the pole, took hold
of the line and t>ulled it up.
Much to the surprise of an · hands an old boot
came from the water.
"That's one of Hop's jokes," Jim Dar.t exclaimed, laughingly.
But he knew· very well that it was not, for
the Chinaman's face showed _ as much of a puzzled look as the others.
"I know what it is," Cheyenne Charlie said,
with a shruJ? of the shoulders. "Old Saul has '
chucked his boots in the lake, an' this is one of

'em.''

.

rr-

. "Velly muchee heavy," Hop declared, as he
reached down and picked it up. "Me fl.aid um
line a:llee samee blake."
As he P1llled up the boot and handed it to
W.ild the boy found instantly that it weiJZhed at
least twenty pounds.
• I
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"Jingo!" he exclaimed. "That is mie:htv heavy
for an ordinary boot."
Then he opened the boot-leg, and turning it
upside down let something drop from it. What
was their surprise to see a buckskin bag that
, ' tied at the top with a thin piece of sheepskin. Charlie promptly picked up the bag: and
weighing it in his hand, exclaimed:
"Money as sure as you live."
"We'll see about that," said Wild, as he auickly
untied the string and dumped the contents of
the bag in his hand. ·
"It was money, sure enough, and old Spanish
gold. too.
"Well," said the boy, as he turned the coins
over and handed them to his companions to
look at, "this is somewhat surprising-. Hop has
made a pretty good catch, it seems. Now. then, ,
the Question is whether Old Saul threw this into
the lake or not. I reckon we'll have to find out.
There is easily four hundred dollars right here,
and if he threw it- into the lake it will show
plain! v that he never intended to visit civilJza,
tion ag-ain."
CHAPTER IV.-What the Villains Were After.
The four villains who had met with such a ·
surprise when they undertook to frighten YoungWild West and his companions were glad enough
to g-et away from the spot, and when the bullet
from Cheyenne Charlie's rifle took the hat from
Link Levison's head it is needless to say that the
man was nearly frightened out of his wits. He
leaped away from his companions and was the
first to get out of sight. But when he looked
back and saw them still clinging to the slain
deer he cried out excitedly:
"Come on, boys. Never mind the buck. I
reckon they mean to shoot us."
"Don't g-it scared, Link," one of them answered,
rather cooll~. "The feller what fired that shot
didn't mean to kill yer. He jest wanted to show
yer how straight he could shoot, that's all. It was
Young- Wild West."
"You think he only me:;int to hit my hat,
then?" the leader asked, showing that he was
ewhat relieved.
Sartin' that's all he meant. If he wanted to
kill yer he would have done it mighty auick.
Why, most anybody could drop a man at that
distance."
"It wasn't Young- Wild West, then?" the first
man spoke up, looking. sharply at the speaker.
"No, Bobby, it wasn't. I know that for sartin,
'cause I was lookin'."
"I s'pose the shot was fired jest to hurry us
along a little, then," remarked Link Levison, and
then he took hold of one of the forelei?s of the
buck and hurried along with the other three.
Not until they e-ot well back among the rocks
that were so nlentifully scattered about did they
come to a halt. Before them were four horses
aud something in the way of an outfit that mig-ht
b.:; used by prospectors.
Evidently they 'h ad stopped there when they
r.aw Young Wild West and his friends appro~ching, and had hurriedly made preparations to give
them a surprise.
"Well, boys," Link said, as he looked back in the
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directio~ they had come from, "I reckon it's all
rig·ht as long as L'hey don't come any farther. I
don't s'pose I oughter have fired at the buck when
I did. We seen 'em comin' up the hill, an' jest
then the blamed oeer had to show himself. I
knowed putty well that we was in need of meat,
so 1 up an ' ~not ac 1.ne buck."
"An' yer only wounded him, Link," one of them
said, as he showed the bullet wound upon the
haunch of the dead animal. "Here's where your
bullet struck. I knowed you hit him behind, 'cause
I seen him jump when you fired. · Young Wild
West, or whoever it was, shot, landed a bullet
plumb through the heart. Here's. where it went."
Then he placed his finger near the spot where
the bullet from our hero's rifle had found its
way.
"I'm doubtin' that, but there ain't no use in
puttin' up an argument. I shot straight behind
the left foreshoulder."
"Well, Young Wild West says you didn't, an' if
you had done it it ain't likely the deer would
have 1·un that far. We heard the second shot
fired, an' when we run up there we seen the deer
layin' right there an' with a whole bunch of 'em
standing around it, That's where we was lame.
If we 'had jest hollered out an' not tried to make
any fuss about it, we wouldn't have got in the
trouble that we did."
"Never mind the trouble we got in, Healer,"
retorted Link, somewhat angrily. "I reckon we're
out of it now all right, an' that means that the
next time we have a chance at 'em we'll do a
little better. I didn't ,care so much about the
blamed deer as I did about makin' 'em fork over
what money an' grub they had with 'em. We
needed the grub more than we did the money, of
course, an' I thought it was goin' to be a mighty
easy thing to git it."
"But we didn't git it, Link," another said,
.
laughingly.
"That's enough out of you, Sneaky. Don't
make fun of me for what happened. I reckon
I got the worst of it all around. I lost my hat."
"You kin git the hat easy enough. Jest wait
tiJJ they go on pa~"
While one of the villains proceeded to dress the
slain buck, the others climbed to an eminence of
rock and watched for our friends to pass. It was
not very long before they saw them riding along
the natural path that seemed to be a trail leading
up the mountain.
"There they go1 Healer," exclaimed the leader. ·
"Now, then, you Just work your way along to the
patch of wqods over there an' see if you kin git
a shot at 'em. We'll follEU· you jest as soon as
we git down ·here, an' fetch along the horses."
"All right, you come with me, Sneaky,'' and
Healer, the boastful villain, gave a nod, though
he acted very much as if he did not like the task.
The other man promptly followed him, and each
with a rifle in his hand hurried alon.u:, taking
pains to keep behind the rocks so they could not
be observed by those who had just passed. It was
not . difficult for them to reach the woods and get
to the edge of it by the time our friends appeared
at the other side. Then Healer nodded to his
companion and said:
"Now, then, I'll show yeT what kind of a &hot
I am."
Healer crept up behind a fallen tree, and then
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waiting until he thought he had a good chance l'a:ke· we've heard so much talk about he'll show
he took aim with his rifle and fired. The bullet us a way ·to· find . it." •
.
·'You bet I will,'-' the leader._declared, throwing
missed Young Wila West, as has already been
stated, and not satisfied with trying once, the v!l- out his chest and acting very much as if he felt
Jain fired the next time at Cheyenne Charlie. that he was of considerable importance. "Yo~
Then three shots rang out almost simultaneously, jest wait till we run across the crazy galoot what
and Sneaky, who was hiding behind a tl'ee bm a calls himself Old Saul. It won;t take me long to
few feet away, saw Healer tnrow up his arms and m,ake him tell everythi'flg he knows, an' · yon kin
roll back to. the ground. ·His fhst impulse was to · bet on it."
turn and flee back to the other two men. But
"But s'pose Young Wild West has heard about
when he took the risk of peering from behind the it an' has gone up there . . He'll git there a-head of
tree and saw Young Wild West and his friends us, an' then what chance will we have of fihdin'
,z:oinir right on he :remained where he was rmtil the treasure of the lake?" Sneaky asked.
they were out of sight.. Then he venture~ to the
"There you go, tryin' to make it look as. if It's
side of the fallen man. One glance told him that goin' to be a hard thing. That's your way,
Sneaky. Now jest shut up."
Healer was dead.
"Well" he muttered "that was a big mi stake
· "All right, I won't open my mouth agin, then."
for him 'to make. What was the matter with him, .
Then neither of the three spoke until they had
anyhow? He sartinly was the best shot of the dug a little grave and buried the body of their
four of us. But he's dead now, that's sartin. All late companion.
ihree of 'em shot at once, an' I reckon they must
This being done, they wei:it back to their
have all bit him. There's two bullet-holes, any- horses, and gatherinir up their effects, mounted
how. One's right between hi s eyes an' the other and pushed along in the direction our friends had
is in his arm,,, I wonder if they could have seen taken. At last they reached the brow of a hill
him."
.
and saw the shining waters of ,he lake before
He knelt there thinking it over, until be heard them.
"Now, then, boys," Link said, in a whisper, "I
footstep s behind, and tften he 1,aw Link and Bobby
approaching.
. reckon we've got to be mighty careful. "It won't
''What's the matter, Sneaky?" the leader called do to go straiiz:ht ahead, 'cause most likely Young
Wild West an' his friends bas done that. We
out, in a hoarse whisper.
''Healer got lus medicine," was the reply.
had better make off through the bushes to the
right here an' pick our way around so we kin
"I thought so !" Bobby exclaimeq_.
·
."He missed 'em an' then they got him, eh?" come out on the shore of the lake Quite a -little
distance from here. It wouldn't 'do to let 'em
said Link.
see us, 'cause it's broad dayli~ht now, an' there's
"That's jest it."
·
.
The leader became so.mew hat mollifie~ then, and one thing sure an' that is they know how to -shoot.
after he had made E>ure that the man was dead he If they did giCsight of me ag-in it miirht be that
went through his pockets ~nd took from them they would try to put a bullet through my heart,
everything that was of any value. He even kept instead of takin' my hat off."
It was not strange that the two men with him
tl:i"e hat the man had worn, for- he had not taken
the pains to go back and look for the one Chey- should be perfectly willinir to this arrangement,
so they turned tlieir horses, and with consi'derable
enne Charlie- shot from his head.
"Git a shovel, an' we'll bury him," he 'said, as difficulty went through a small thicket. and then
he arose to his feet. "That's all we kin do. It's proceeded on to the right for at least a Quarter of
mighty hard to lose a, good pard Hke Healer w~s. a mile. Then feeling- that they were s.afe to iz:o
But it can't be helped. But don't make no mis- ahead, they made the turn and rode straight for
take, boys. We'll make Young Wild West an' the lake, arriving- there a few minutes later. It
them other two what's with him pay for this. happened that they could not see what was ,roin,r
Most likely they're headin' up this way for the on where our friends had pitched their camp, so ...
lake. It ain't sartin sure that we're the only ones feeling Quite secure, they- looked . about for a .,
who got wind 0, what that funny galoot they ,rood nlace to make their temporary quarters.
call Old Saul has been livin' up here so many
years for. He give himself away the last time
.he was in town, an' it happened to be what it was
CHAPTER V.-Th~ Villains Find Old Saul.
a half fool that he was talkin' to. Maybe he
The findin,r the g-old in · the boot was ouite
wouldn't have said as much then if he hadn't enoue-h to interest Youn,r Wild West and his
been full of liquor. Well, the half fool told me friends
.and make them feel that there might be
all about it one day after I'd helped him out when
more at the bottom of the lake.
a lot of cowboys was tantalizin' him, an' that's something
the voung deadshot said, smilinsa- at
what brought us here. · All we've got to do is to the"Charlie,"
scout, "I supnose this money belongs to Hop.
find Old Saul, an' then it won't take long to learn He caught
it."
somethin' about the treasure that's s'posed to be
"I suppose. ·so," was the reply. "He sartinly
sunk in the lake somewhere."
did have a great ketch, didn't he? Look at the
"It ain't much information that we've got about fish he landed, an' then he g-oes · an' winds up ,
-," Sneaky declared, "but I was willin' to come by pullin' up an old boot with a ba,z: of Spanish ..,_
along jest hopin' that it might amount to some- · gold in it. That's what ' I call genuine fishin',
thin'." ·
an' no mistake."
·
"That's the .only thing any of us could do," de-"You keepee um gold, Misler Wild," Hop spoke
clared Bobby. "Link generally knows what he's up. "Me no wantee. Maybe we findee plenty
.t.>in', an' I reckon it's goin' to be all right. If more before we go flom here. Len evelybody
there's any treasure at · ~he bottom of this here havee nlentv."
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"All ril!.'ht, then. Probably we'll stay a little
long"er at the lake than we intended to at first.
But I reckoJ:l we had better find Old Saul and
Question him a little. Maybe he knows somethingabout the boot."
.
,
•
"He either don't know nothin' about it, or else
he chucked it in there himself," the scout declared. "Wild, let's me an' you g-o an' look for
him. We oug-hter be able to find the way he
went, 'cause most likely the g-round is soft enoul!.'h
to show his footprints."
"A g-ood idea, Charlie. We'll g-o rig-ht away."
Then, as the others g"athered up the fish and
took them to the camp the young- deadshot and
the scout set out in the direction Old Saul had
taken when he went · awav. It was a path they
were followinl!.', sure enoul!.'h, and it ran around
the shore of the lake, thoul!.'h the water could not
be.. seen from it after they had 1?one a hundred
yards. There were plenty of bushes and other
ve1?etation g-rowinl? there, and keeping their eyes
open for some si1?"Ils of a habitation, the two
kept on. But look as they mi1?ht they could not
see the least si.ll'n of anything that would, show
~ that there was any one living there.
However,
both were willing to admit that they mi1?ht have
missed some little path that turned from the one
they had been following. '.But they kept right
on, and when nearly half a mile had been covered
thev suddenly came upon fresh hoof-prints.
"Great 11.'imlets!" the scout exclai:iped, as he
came to a stop and pointed at them. "What do
you think of that, Wild?"
t
· '!I reckon that Old Saul _isn't the only one
who is han1?ing around here," was the reply.
"That's a dead sure thing:. Let's see if we
kin find out about how many horses crossed this
here path."
"That's easy enoul!.'h to tell, Charlie. There
were four of them."
"Then we know who's here." 1
"Yes, Link Levison and his men are here,
Charlie."
"S'pose we 11.'0 an'·look for 'em. Maybe they've
stopped. Accordin' to the looks of these tracks
thev was goin' · strai1?ht for the lake."
Pushine; on, they emer~d from the shrubbery
entirely, and then they were not at all surpnsed
to see· three men busy fixing up a camp. Four
horses were tied so they could _ll'raze upon the
green 1?rass near the water's ede;e, but only three
men could be seen.
"Wild" whispered the scout, "we sartinly got
one of •~m that time we all shot tog-ether."
"It looks that way, was the reply. "But don't
g-et excited. . We'll just creep up close and find
out what they are talking about. The.y seem to
be holdinl? Quite a conversation."
Then the youne; deadshot crept softly along,
keepine: close to the bushes. Charlie followed
him and in less than two minutes both were
cro;chine: behind a hie: rock within a few yards
of the three villains.
"Some folks mie:ht call this a mig-hty nutty
spot, Link," the fellow called Bobby observed,
when he had smoothed out a blanket over the
-pile of leaves and grass and turned and }ooked
upon the lake.
"I d6n't know what they would call it," was
the rather gruff reply. "I ain't e:ot no eye for
l»eauty. This is nothin' more than a hie: pond," or
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lake some might call it, I s'pose. There's olentv
of 'em in different' oarts of the country, an' I'v°e
seen 'em lots of times."
"Yes, but even if this one ain't what you kin
call putty it may be worth a whole lot to us.
Think of the treasure what's s'posed to be lavin'
at the bottom · of it somewhere."
This caused Young Wild West and Cheyenne
Charlie to prick up their ears. The scout g-ave
his companion a nudge, but Wild motioned for
him to keep silent.
.
"There might be two o,r three treasures layin'
at the bottom of the lake," Sneaky spoke up, as
he turned and looked at the broad sheet of water.
"But what g-ood would they do us if we didn't
know jest where they was? That water covers
a good many acres, an' I don't see . how anv one
could expect to git a treasure out of it unless he
knowed jest where to fish for it."
"You know how we're 1?oin' to try an' do it,
don't yer?" Link asked. looking at the speaker
in a way that told plainly how il!.'norant he
thought him to be.
"Oh, yer, I know, Link. We're 11.'0in' to make
the 11.'aloot they call! Old Saul tell us about it.
He knows jest where the treasure is, an' vou
kin bet."
"If he knowed where it was it's blamed funny
he didn't u:it it himself afore this," Bobbv observed, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Maybe he can't do it alone," Sneakv suu:gested.
"There ain't no use in talkin' about it, 'cause
none of us knows jest what we're g-oin' to do,"
the leader declared, with a shake of the head.
"I s'pose the best thing- to do now, since we've
11.'0t thinl!.'s all ready to stop here for a while,
is to go an' find Old Saul."
"S'pose Young- Wild West an' his gang- is
somewhere around," SUl!.'gested Sneaky.
"They're somewhere around, but it ain't likely
they're anywhere close by. We didn't see nothin' of 'em, 'cause we didn't u:o straight ahead for
the lake, but come off to the rie;ht, an' then
turned this way. We'll take the chances on it,
anyhow. Let's go an' look for the old /man.
He's the one we want. I reckon he'll be 1?lad
enough to tell us all about this here treasure
when he finds that we mean business."
Wild and Charlie · were very glad thev had
come upon the fresh hoof-prints and followed
them. They remained perfectly quiet, and waited for the three to leave the spot. Link and his
two comp.anions passed · within a few feet of
them, but did not happen to look that way, and
so went on to the edge of the woods and then
be1?an following the shore of the lake. As soon
as they g-ot behind some bushes the young deadshot and his partner arose and went after them.
They kept as close as they could without being
discovered, and upon reaching the top of a ltttle
hill about three hundred yards from the spot
where the villains had pitched their camp they
came in sight of a dozen.or more evere:reen trees
that had been cut down and were leaninl? against
the face of a steep bank.
Wild took Charlie by the arm when he saw
Link and his companions stealinl!.' softly toward
this spot.
"Charlie," he whispered, "it looks v~ry mucl\
as if those trees had been placed in that gQDo
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Hon to cm·er t!,e mouth of a cave. I wouldn't be
surnrised-if Old Saul is livin.1? there."
The three villains were rather slow about apnroachin.1? the foot of the bank where the trees
were leanin.1? against it. Wild and Charlie crent
alon.,. <>r.d got to within a couple of hundred :l'eet
of tl-r not. and then sat down and watched from
hehind a clump of bushes. Revolver in hand, Link
Levison was leadinit the way, stepping as ~autiousJ\r as if he had been approaching- the camp
of an enemy. When he was within a dozen feet
of the ~not a figure suddenlv anpeared from behind the leanin.1? trees. It was Old Saul. His
coat of ,:kins and hat had been removed, and he
no,,, appeared in a rag-ged old shirt and was
puffing- awav upon a pipe. He looked out toward the lake and then turned and glanced to the
left. Of course he could not heln seein.1? the three
villains, and the instant he did so he g-ave a
violent start and leaned back behind the trees.
"Hold on, there, old feller," Link called out.
as he spran!!' after him. "We ain't .1?oin' to hurt
yon. We .iest want to do a little talkin' with
ver. that's all."
· "Go away from here." came from behind the
trees. "If vou don't I'll shoot vou."
This had the effect of causing· the trio to stop
still in their tracks. Thev could not see . Old
Saul, but thev knew that probablv he could see
tl1em. If he had anything to shoot them with.
which he surely must have, they would run a
s;rreat risk if they attempted to rush in and capture him.
"I tell yer we ain't g-oin' to hurt ver. We
didn't come here for that. We've prospectors,
we are, an' when we seen that it looked as thou.l!'h
some one was livin' here we thought we would
slip up easv an' find out. What are vou afraid
of, old feller? We're honest men, we are."
"If you don't I!<> away I'll shoot," came the
reply. in a determined tone of voice.
, "That's a fine wav to use three stran,l!'ers. I
reckon." Link answered, ~.s he started to walk
back slowly.
"Come on, Charlie," Wild whispered. "Let's
_go over there and surprise those fellows."·
"Right yer are, Wild," was the quick renly,
and then the two arose from behind the bushes
and walked rapidly toward the trio.
Thev were not seen until they were within a
few vards of them, for Link and his two comnanions were keeping a sharp watch unon the
·
spot where they had last seen Old Saul.
"What's the matter with vou fellows?" Wild
called out, in his cool and easy way. "Trying to
get hold of the old man, eh? Want to make him
tell you about the treasure of the lake, do you ?
Wel,:, this is what I call prettv g-ood."
The three villains were dumfounded. and no
doubt thev for,l!'ot all about Old Saul for the
moment, for the appearance of Wild and Charlie
was entirely unexpected to them.
Our two friends each held a revolver ready
for use, so Link and his pard r.ealized instantly
that it would not be wise for them to put un a
.
fight or even to tr-y ai:i~ ~·un aw!=lY·
·"We ain't done nothm to him, Youn.I!' Wild
West." Bobby declared, for he was th~ first to
find the use of his tong-ue. "I reckon we ve g-ot as
much ri.1?ht here as any one else. We come al on.I!'
an' seen the old feller as he come out from be-
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hfod them cedar trees what's piled again the bank.
}!e ran back airin when he see11 us. an' told us if
we cl'dn't .1?it away he would shoot us."
"Never mind tellina- anv lies about it." Wild
answered, coolly. "We .were listening to· vou
while you were talkin.l!' at vour camp, and we ''know exactl:v what you wanted of the old man.
Now,-don't try to make anv more excuses. You
came to look for him. intending after vou found
him to force him to tell you about some sort of
treasllre that's ,:upposed to be at the bottom of
the lake. That's all there is to it."
"Been spvin' on us, boys," Link said. half angrily. "It seems that we don't stand no show at
all. Jest 'cause we g-ot in a little arirument about
the buck I . hot at this mornin' Young Wild West
an' his pards is down on us."
"Sa:v, Link," Wild asked, "where's the other
fellow? There were four of you this morning."
"I reckon vou know about where he is," was
the reply. ''He's dead an' buried. You ·shot
him."
"I am sorry if I did. But I'll tell vou strai.l!'ht
that I saw no onP. when I fired. Mv two partners fired at the same time, and it might be that -·
one of the bullets found its. billet."
"I reckon two of 'em hit noor Healer. He was
dead as a door-nail, anyhow. You think vou
done a smart thin.I?."
"What did Healer think be was <loin.I!' when he
was firing at us?"
"That ain't got nothin' to do with me."
"Oh, yes, it has. I'll bet if the truth were
known you sent Healer to shoot at us. Now.
what did you wll.nt to kill us for, after we were
.l?0od enouirh to let you iro and take the bucll.
with you."
"There ain't no use in arguin' about it, Young
Wild West," Link declared, actin.1? very much as
if he thought the interview should end riirht then
and there. You mind your own business and
we'll mind our. Come on, boys."
He made a move as if to leave the spot. b1:1t
Wild stepped forward Quicklv and said:
"Stay right where you are.. You can't e:o
yet."
At this juncture Old Saul came out from behind the cedars.
"I'm dad vou an' vour pard come. Young Wild,-,
West." he called out. "While I sartinlv would
have shot them three fellers if they tried to git
into niv cave after me, I might have made a miss
of it an' then they would have .l!'Ot me. I'm awful
s;rlad they didn't try it, 'cause I don't want the
blood of no one on mv hands."
"That's ri_irht, Saul. I don't blame vou for
saying that. You feel about the same wav as
I do."
Then the boy thought for a moment, and deciding that it would do them no good to make the
three men prisoners, the bes thin.I!' would be to
order them to leave the place.
"Link," he said, turnin.1? to the leader of the
trio, "if :vou are wise vou will 1i.1?ht out and
leave the vicinity of the lake. You are not want,.. ed here. Now, the11. go."
The three men were certainly surprised at
hearing- this, but after lookin.1? at each other, they
quickly turned and hurried back in the direction
of their camp.
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,.CHAPTER VI.-Old Saul Tells About the
Treasure.
Old Saul appeared to be Quite worried as he
watched Link and his pards hurry away. When
they had disappeared from view he walked out
close to where Wild and Charlie were standingand shaking his head solemnly, said:
"It's too bad that them fetlers found me. I
know what they're up to, an' so do you, it seems."
"But we didn't know until we heard them talking- a little while ago," Wild answered, in his cool
and easy way.
"You're tellin' the truth, Young Wild West, an'
I know it," the old man said, after he had looked
at the boy in silence for a moment.
"Well, I pride myself on always telling the
truth, Saul. But what is the trouble, anyhow?
. We made up our minds right after meeting vou
that you were hanging around the lake for some
purpose. After hearing the conversation of the
three rascals a little while ago we are convinced
that you are here in search of a treasure that ls
hring- at the bottom of the lake. Am I right or
wrong?"
"I s'~ose you're right," the old man answered,
with some degree of reluctance. "I've been huntin' for that treasure for a mighty long time, an'
I ain't found it yet. But I know it's here."
His eyes briirhtened as he said the last, and
then a wistful look showed in them as he turned
and g-11:zed out upon -the lake.
"What sort of a treasure is it, Saul? Maybe wEf
c•.n help you find it. I assure you that we won't
lay claim to it if we do. Now, then, you can be
perfectly f_ree with us. Tell us all, about it."
"Well, there ain't an awful lot tell. But won't
you come in mv cave an' set down?"
"I reckon we can sit down here just as well.
We'll take a look in your cave before we 11:0,
though. Now, then, l?O ahead, and don't be afraid
to tell all you know: As I just said, we may be
able to help you out."
The young deadshot uointed to a good-sized
rock a short distance away, and going to it, sat
down. Saul Quickly joined and the scout dropped
upon the ground before them, holdinl?' his rifle
ready and prepared to keep a watch in case the
three villains took a notion to return.
'
"There's a treasure at the bottom of the lake
all right," the old man bea:an, as he airain' looked
out upon the water. "I know it, 'cause I seen
it with my ow neves an' finirered lots of the
gold. It's mostly in old Spanish m.oney, too,
Young Wild West. Me an' a .feller named Jim
Black had as much as thirty thousand dollars in
gold in our possession once. We was -fetchin' it
across the lake in a boat, which we had made
after two or three months' work, when the hoat
J?'Ot to l,eakin' an' sunk. r jumped out when I
found -out it was goin' down, but poor Jim didn't.
He went do'wn with the boat, an' I have never
seen him since."
Tears showed in the old man's eves as he said
this and he became silent.
"Go on, Saul," Wild said, coaxingly. "Don't
be afraid to tell us all about it."
""There ain't nothin' more to tell. only that
I've been livin' around here for a mighty loniz
time tryin' hard to find a way to rit the izold
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what' in the boat. You see," he added, shaking
his head sadly, "when I went away from here
after I'd tried for a week or two to find a way
to gjt Jim's body an' J?'ive it decent burial an'
git some of the gold, I forgot to make any
marks so I'd know jest w.here the boat went
down when I come back. When I did come back
things had changed a little, 'cause there had been
a high wind an' trees was blowed down all
around. You kin see some of 'em layin' on the
ground now."
"Yes, we noticed there were Quite a few trees
rottinl!" on the ground. So you lost the location,
did you?"
"Yes, I did; an' I've been tryin' to find the spot
ever since."
"Mighty funny that you could forg-it where it
was," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"I must be putty dumb, that's all," and Old
Saul shook his head. "But when you come to
think of it, the shore all around the lake seems
to be much the same."
"It does look putty much alike, that's sartin.
But you oughter remember about where the place
was."
"I was sick for a long time with the fever
right after that, an' I've been somewhat muddled
up ever since. But I'll find it some time, an' that
treasure, half of which is mine, will be got out
of the lake. I'll find what's left of poor Ji.m's
body too, an' see that it's given decent burial."
Then the old fellow began talking in a ramblin'g way, and it was easy for Wild and Charlie
to understand that he was not altogether right
in the head. Finally he orightened up a little
and nodding to them ,pleasantly said:
"Come in an'-look at my cave. I've got snug
little place here. I've prided myself a whole lot
on livin' here all by myself without no one know-in' wb.ere I was. But it seems now that it's all
over with. I can't live in private no longer."
He turned i:-ather abruptly and walked straight
straight to the cedars that ·were propped agamst
the bank. The young deadshot and the scout followed him and soon found themselves looking
into a good sized cave, which seemed to be Quite
dry and comfortable. Skins were hanginl?' from
the rocky walls and also part f the natural
floor was carpet~d with them. The cav'e extended
away back and light was admitted at the other
end.
"Here's where I sleep an' I might as well say
it's a sort of receptioll' room too," Old Saul said,
with something- like levity. "My kitchen is in the
back. There's a big openin' in the ground back
there, which loolcs like a bil?' well, 'cause the sides
run up so steep that · even a mountain goat would
not think of climbin' 'em. I do my cookin' out
· there, an' I've got Quite a little fireplace rige:ed
up. Come on, you might as well see the whole
thing."
•
They followed him on throua-h the cave, noticing that everything- looked very clean and neat,
though there was a touch of barbarism about it
that was bound to be noticed. Reaching the other
end they saw, sure enough, that there was a
we 1-like opening the, . , with what might be#
ca ed a nat~ral doorway just about high enough
to permit a man to walk through without touchinit his head. Under a ledge outside was. .rudely
constructed fireplace. It was built entirely of

a
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stones and cemented on the outside with mud, th,e information in some . way. Maybe vou di,ln't
which ),ad lonJ!' since hardened until it was al- have any idea just how they got it."
most like real mortar. Near this hunJ!' a few
"r don't know as I ever told mv
· -- ~s · to
cookinJ!' utensils and at one corner well out of anyone, thouJ!'h I miJ!'ht have done
wh en I
the way was a sort of closet or storeroom.
wasn't exactly mvself," and then he began pond- ·(
"I've been makin' out putty well," Old Saul erin_g aJ!"ain. Feeling that they ha<l seen all they
said, as he went to the latter place and pulled wanted to just then, Wild and Charlie turned and
aside the curtain of skins. I've J!'Ot Quite a stock went back into the cave. Old Saul followed them
of J?rub in here now, thouJrh mv flour is about and soon they were outside aJrain. There was
J!'One. :1t ain't very often I have anvthinS! in the nothinJ!' to be seen of Link and his partners,
way of bread, 'cause I ain't been able to raise which showed that they must have either gone
enou,rht c.,orn or wheat to make what I need. back to their camp or thouJ!'ht it advisable to
It's too far to the nearest settlement for me to keeo away from the place for a while.
trtt very often, but wlien I do J!'O I generally
"Saul," said Wild, after he had made sure that
fetches back all I kin carry."
there was no one around, "do you know any"I suppose you have a horse or two?" Wild thinJ!' about a boot that contained some of the
treasure beinJ!' in the lake?"
asked lookinJr at him curiously.
"What! '.' exclaimed the old man, startinJ!' viol"No, when I l?O anywhere I J!'O on foot."
"Yon certainly can't carry very much back ently.
· "Yes, an old boot that contained a baJ!' of Spanwith _you, then. How lonS! did you say you have
ish J!'old."
Jived here?"
"I sartinly do. But what do you_ ask me such ·
"I can't tell exactly. You see, I ain't kept no a thinJ!'
that for?" Did them three fellers sav
reckonin' of the time. Maybe it might be five anythinJ!'aslike
triat?"
years or it miJrht be more. It seems like an
"No, they didn't say anythinJ!' about it. But
age since poor Jim went down to the bottom
of the lake with the boat load of Spanish J!'Old. one of our Chinamen, while fl.shine: a . hort time
I've often thoug-ht what fools we was to put sich before we came here cauJ!"ht an old bo t uoon
a load in it an' try to J!'it across the lake when his hook, and when it was pulled ashore we
we could h.ave took lonJrer an' carried it around. found it contained a buckskin bag- that was fi.Ue<l
But you see we had an idea that the lake went with J!'Old coins."
"That was mine!" the old man cried eagerly.
to some river, an' if we sailed down the river we
rniJ!'ht find a town or settlement. I found out "When I was makin' for the shore I had it with
since that there ain't no river, thouJ!'h. The lake me, but found I couldn't handle it an' swjm at
- the. same time. so I let it go. If vou found that
ain't J!'0t no outlet, as far as I kip see."
boot the sunken boat ain't more than fiftv vard:i
"You· know about how far from the shore vou from it. Where was it?"
were when the boat went down, don't vou ?"
"I'l~ show lnou the exact soot. J_ust come with
"Yes, I know that much. Sometimes I think us, will you .
it was over that way," pointinJ!' to the left, "an'
"Yes, ves." and then the old man showed more
then aJ?in I think it was riJ!'ht out in front of
here. I remember that there was a stee» bank activity than he had yet done since thev met him.
runnin' alonJ!' the same as there is here. But He was as eaJ("er as a child J!'OinJ!' to a circus,
every time I try to think exactly about it I Jrit and was inclined to run when they started back
in the direction of the camp with him. Not wishall muddled up."
·
insr to let the villains know where thev were,
Then he beJ!'an talkinJ!' incoherently aJ("ain. so Wild and Charlie followed the path which they
Wild and Charlie waited and said nothinJ!". It had left upon seeinJ!' the tracks of the horses.
was stransre how quickly he could brisrhten up, and in a short tiime they came in siJ!"ht of their
however, and a few minutes later he was airain friends, who were no doubt waitinJ!' anxiously;
explaininJ!' how comfortably he had been livinJ!' for them. Jim and the trirls ran to meet them,
and showinJ!' them his cookinJ!' utensils.
an.cl then Hop came alonJ!" looking- rather curiqus,
"I've J!'Ot a nice little field where I raise con- for it seemed that he could tell that something
siderable stuff," he went on. "It lays about a
of importance had occurred.
quarter of a mile from here, an' it's hid putty
"You findee um old man, Misler Wild?" he
well. I'll show it to vou sometime. Maybe vou said Questioninl!:' . .
don't feel like J!'0in' there jest now."
"Yes, we found him all riJ!'ht, and we found
"Not just now, Saul," Wild answered. "I three of the villain we met this morning, too.
reckon we had better J!'0 on outside aJ!"ain. for The fourth is dead, so we learned."
there's no tellinf! but what the three· rascals
"We knowee lat, Misler Wild. When vo'U and
might be sneakinJ!' back. If they should happen Misler Charlie and Misler Jim allee samee shootto catch us in here and be hiding- when we iz:o tee you fixee um bad Melican man. Me knowee
out they could shoot us down Quite easily."
lat."
"Do you think they would be bad enoug-h to do
Wild explained in a few words how thev had
that?" · and the old fellow looked at him in sur- made out and then turninJ!' to Old Saul. who
prise.
was actinJ!' in a bewildered sort of wav aJ!"ain,
"I certainly do. · Link Levison. as the leader is he said:
called, would do anvthinJ!' if he thought he was
"Come, wake up, Saul. Hop is going to show
J!'Oinl?' to g-ain by it."
you the boo't."
"I don't know them fellers," and the · old an
"Oh!" and the unfortunate fellow who had
shook his head and acted as if he was trving to spent such a lonJ!" time i'l tryinir to locate the
spot where the boat had J!'One down, briirhtened
think .
.. -..,r,. _ but they knew you were here. Thev srot
UP instantly.
(
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Hop lost no time in getting the boot and fetch- anything. thoug-h he declared that he could easily
ing it. Old Saul picker! it up and fondled it as touch the bottom. He kept on trying, swimmin~ ·
if it had been a little child.
about here and tbere and divin.g manv times.
"It's mine. it's mine!" lie exclaimed.
S'> eng-rossed were our hero and the rest in
Wild then got the bag of gold coins and hand- "iatching- Jim that they paid no attention to the
ed it to him.
olcl man they had left sitting upon the bank.
"This is yours too." the boy said.
But suddenly Hop looked around and discovered
He hesitated about taking- it. but finallv did that he was no lon11:er there.
so when he saw that the bov s ure! v meant that
"Um old Melican man allee samee gone. Mishe ::should have it.
ler Wild!" he exclaimed.
.
"Now, then." Wild sa:d. taking him bv the
"By jingo!" the young dendshot cried. "What
arm and le~ding- him toward the bank of the is the matter with him. anyhow? Whv couldn't
l::il:e. " I'll s how you exactly where the boot was he wait a while? I suppose he h.as gone back t_o
found."
hi:, cave and im those villains happen to be on
He "pointed out into the water to about the the watch they'll get him this time sureh.
l
exact spot. and then the old man · danced wildly reckon we had better go and look for him. Charabout.
lie. Come on with me."
"About fiftv yards strafe-ht out is where the
Cheyenne Charlie gave a nod- and then the
boat went dowri," he cried. "i know it now. [ two prompth. set out to find Old Saul.
know it now. But," he added. shaking his head.
"the water is very deep."
"It':, all rig-ht. I reckon we'll find some way
to _get down to the boat. )'.ou leave that to us. CHAPTER VIL-The Villains Lay Their Plans.
V✓e'll :fird the treasure for vou. and we won't
Link Levison and his two parcls did not stop
~i:;k a nvthing- for doing it. It will be a pleasure
to us. ·for this is a little out of our usual line. until they got to their camp. They had met with
and it will do us good to have a little treas ure a big- setback. but they were just as eairer to
iret revenge up on Younir Wild West as they
hunting for a c,.hange.''
had been before. They were also bent u:>on findOur friend s really had nothing- with them that ing the treasure. and- they rlid not mean to let
wuu! d help them a great deal in the work. But the youne- deadshot and his friends prevent
\ ild got to thinking and after a while hP de- them · from doin~ so. However, when they c'lme
cided that about the best thi1:g to do would be ri_g·ht to the point. · none of them could offer a
h swim out to the place and then try and dive sug-g-estion as to how thev would accom~lish
to the bottom and find out if there was a sunken their purpose. But thev all seem.eel to know that
1.,oat tH'ere.
•
the first thing thev must do wa:, to dispose or
Old Saul had taken a seat upon the ground those who were against them. They talked it
and l~e remained perfectly still. holding his head • over. but were a long- time coming- to anv conin his hands. When Wild finally turned and dusion. Finally Link. who really possessed a
i ooke to him he made no answer and acted verv
better head than the other two, aroi-e to his
much as if he were asleep. But he was not. He f,eet and. looking at his companions, said:
was simply dazed and seemed as if he had los t
"The first thing- to do is to find out where
all memory.
Young Wild West's camp is, boys. Let's do that
"Wake up, old feller," Cheyenne Charlie called right away."
·
out. cheerily. "You're all .rig-ht. You're g-oin'
"I was thinkin' of that myself." Bobby declared
t,, e-it your treasure, an' then you'll go back to as he arose to his feet.
civilization an' live like a king-."
"So wa:;; I·." Sneaky added. ·
But he paid no ..1ttention to this, so the young
"Why didn't you say somethin' about it, then?"
deadshot nodded to the scout and said:
Neither of them made a reply to this. but
"Let -him alone, Charlie. His brain is a little waited for him to set out from the camp.
out of order, and the best thing- to do is to let
"I s'pose you know," Link observed . after a
him have his own wav about it. The excitement short silence, "that if they ketch us sneakin'
of having- discovered the exact spot where the around they'll be apt to shoot us. That mea,s
boat sank with his partner has upset him com- that we've e-ot to go at it outtv sly. Now, then.
uletely. it seems."
·
we'll jest climb a tree, or gif to the top of the
Jim Dart offered to swim out and try and dive hill an' t.ake a look around. Maybe we kin see
to the bottom of the lake. It was not an easy where they are in that way."
"I was thinkin' of climbin' a tree, t.oo," Sneaky
thing to do if the water was very deep, since
he would have no chance to give himself an im- observed.
petus that would bring him to the bottom. ~im • "You was, eh? vVhy didn't you say somethin'
retired to the tent and soon came out wearmg about it, then?"
"I don't know jest why I didn't. Link."
nothing but an old shirt and a pair of trousers.
"Well, don't say no more about it, then."
He promptly plunged into the lake and swam
They walked along- the foot af the bank that
out toward the spot where Wild directed him.
Then the boy dove beneath the surface. remain- lay about fifty yards from the edg-e of the lake
ing over half a minute . . When he came up attd and then climbed up a rather steep a cent.
there, and pausing- at the foot of one of them
got his breath he shook his head.
"I couldn't find anything-," he called out. "I'll the leader turned to his companions and said:
"Now then, who's iroin' to climb this tree an'
go a little furt1'er to the left."
take a look around. I . will say that I ain't much
"All right, Jim," Wild answered. "Trv- it."
on climbii;i' myself. Maybe one of you fellers ii
Jim did so. but the r.esult was the same.
Then he went to the right and failed to find putty good at it."
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"I'll J?o u-p that tree," Bobby said, Quickly.
"Anybody could climb a tree like that."
"Go on an' take a good look around, an' then
let us know what you see."
The villain was not lonJ? in climbing the tree,
and when he was half way u-p he looked off to
the left and then called out, excitedly:
"I' see the camp, boys. They've got two tents
u-p. It ain't half a mile from h&e. There they
are on the bank. JinJ?o! one of 'em is in swimmin', blamed if he ain't."
"In swim.min'!" Link called out from below.
"That's right. He's divin' about. Must be
lookin' for the treasure, I reckon. But hello!
there's Old Saul. He jest got up an' he's runnin' this way like as if somethin' was after
him."
"He is, eh? I reckon you had better come
down the tree in a hurry, then. We'll l!"it back
ti;, his cave .an' git him when he ~omes. Then
maybe we'll find out all we want to ]Qlow about
the treasure. If we do that once w~'ll have a
mil!"hty l!"OOd start, 'cause then all w'e've got to
do is to clean up Young Wild West an' his pards
an' take charJ?e of them gals. The two Chinamen kin be dumped into the lake along with the
rest of 'em. The l!"als will make us good wives
when they find out there ain't nothin' better
for 'em to do."
Bobby came down the tree in a hurry.
All three were very much excited, he especially, for he had seen what h had told them,
and they merely had to acce,;it what he said.
Link set out hurriedly in the direction of the
old man's cave, the others followinl!" him, each
holdinl!' a revolver in his hand, as if they felt
that they mil!"ht be attacked before they l!"et there.
Half way to the spot the leader paused:
"You're sure they was all there, ain't yer?"
"Dead sure of it. Younl!" Wild West an' the
pard what was with him over here was on the
bank with the three l!"als an' the two Chinamen.
The other one was swimmin! in the lake an' drvin' now an' then."
"An' you are sure Old Saul was runnin' this
way?"
"Sartin sure of it. I seen him with my own
eyes. Ain't that proof enoul!"h?"
"Yes, I s'pose it is. But you mil!"ht have l!"Ot
so excited you didn't know what you was lookin'
at."
"Don't think that, Link. I ain't no fool. I've
l!"Ot as l!"Ood eyesil!"ht as any man livin', an'
what I've told ye:r is nothin' but the truth."
Link seemed to be satisfied and he .set out at
a faster iait. They reached the cave without
seeing any one, and without any hesitation
passed around under the trees that concealed the
entrance. Lookinl!" inside and findinl!" no one
there, they felt Quite certain that they were l!Oinl!" to win out.
"Jest kee-p cool now, boys," Link advis.ed, as
he wiped the pers-piration from his brow upon
the sleeve of his ragl!"ed coat. "We had a putty
l!"ood start of the old l!"aloot, an' we've l!"Ot here
in time. Now then, all's we've got to do is to
hide an' wait for him to come."
There were plenty of chances for them to
conceal themselves, but they had scarcely done
so when they heard footst~ps outside.
"Herl' be comes," whispered the leader ot the

trio, exultantly. "Now then, .iest wait till he
l!"its inside an' then we'll soon 11:ive him the bi11:- '
11:est surprise he ever had in his life. We'll fix
up the old gallot so he'll be J?lad enoul!"h to
tell us all about the treasure of the lake."
. A moment later Old Saul walked in, shaking: ·,
his head and lookinir about him in a puzzled
way, as if he did not know exactly where he
was. He was just about to drop upon a vile of
skins that lay in a corner when the three villains spranJ? from their concealment and. rushed
upon him.
"Hands up, you old J?aloot!" cried Link, a fiendish smile showinJ? on his face as he spoke:
"We've irot you dead to riJ?hts now, an' if vou
don't do jest what we say an' tell us all we
want to know, we'll kill yer an' chuck your old
carcass into the lake."
The old man was taken completely by surprise. He utterea a startled cry . and then
'promptly threw up his hands.
"Don't kill me," he cried. "I ain't done any·
thinir wroni;r."
"We won't kill yer if you tell us where that
~
treasure is," Link answered, a-s he placed the
muzzle of his revolver close to the old man's
nose.
"It's in the lake, it's in the lake," came the
reply. "I jest remember. Younir Wild West an'
his friends is lo9kin' for it now. They'll find it,
too, 'cause they found the boot already."
"Found the boot!" echoed Link in surprise.
"What do you mean by that?"
"The boot that had the bair of J?old in it that
I was swimmin' ashore with but had to drop •
•
afore I J?Ot there."
This was news to the three, but they felt that
·
"it was J!"OOd news at that.
"I've J?Ot the bair of irold, too. Y ounir Wild
West irave it to me," went on Old Saul excitedly.
Then he dropped his hands and Quickly produced the water soaked buckskin bair. HoldinJ?
their revolvers close to his head, the three waited until he had dumped some of the contents in.
to his palm.
"Thunder!" cried Bobby. "That's Spanish J?old,
blamed if it ain't. It's the kind what they used
to use a couple of hundred years or so ae:o.
Treasure, eh? I reckon there must be a treasure
an' a very biir one, too, in that there lake."
"There's thirty thousand dollars' wor · '1 of
irold layin' at the bottom if there's a , ~ .ur,"
the old man cried excitedly. "But you fellers
will never git it. Young Wild West is goin' to
irit it out."
"Never mind about that. Younir Wild° West
miJ?ht live lonir ~nouJ?h to irit it out, but if he
does it will be ours jest the same. Now then,
if you want to live you jest stay riJ?ht here.
.I don't know as we want anvthinir to do with
you jest now. But don't you dare to tell Y ounir
Wild West or any of the rest of 'em that we·ve
been heN. If you do we'll pop you over the
first time we set eyes on yer. We're desperate,
we are. We came here to git that treasure an'
we ain't iroin' to let nothin' stop us till we e:it ~
it."
The old man's manner changed just then.
He became very anJ?rv and in spite of thefact that he was covered by three revolvers he
tore himself free from them, and with a well
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directed blow sent Bobby flat upon his back. on for five or six ·miles. Then we'll wait till
Then utterin~ a yeti like that of a wild man he it gi,l;s dark an' come back. · But we won't stop
dashed out of the cave.
here. We'll go on around the lake a little fur"Thunder!" cried Link Levison. "He sorted ther, and even if we can't find a very good place
_fyoled me, I reckon. I s'pose I oughter have -'Shot to bunk in till mornin' we'll make out all right."
hnn. But I didn't want to do that, after findtn'
Sneaky was Quite willing to do this but Bobby
out all we wanted to know. Let him g:o, boys. was reluctant to leav.e the spot. However, Link's
Git up, Bobby. You ain't hurt none, thoug:h the word was law. so twenty minQtes later they had
old feller did soak ver an awful wallop."
gathered up their effects and mounted their
"Jest let me git hold of him an' I'll pound horses and were riding- away from he spot. They
his face into a jelly for doin' that," Bobbv re- took the back trail for a short distance and then
torted, as he got up and rubbed his eyes in a at Link's sug-g-estion turned toward the camp
confused sort of way. "He hit me rig:ht on the of our friends.
side of the head, an' I sartinly did see stars
"We want 'em to see us e-oin'," the leader said.
when I tumbled down."
"It ain't likely they'll bother us when thev see
The three did not ling:er at the cave and ror we're headin' away from the .lake."
·
a wonder did not disturb anythinl?, but at once
"Ain't that a little risky?" Sneaky asked.
hurried on outside. Havinl? found that the trea- shru.l!'e:in_g- his shoulders.
sure was surely there and with the ba'I? of 1rold
"Maybe it is. But it will be all rie-ht if Old
in his possession Link s.eemed satisfied to wait Saul didn't e-o an' tell 'em what we done to him.
a while. H'e knew prPtty well that the only ob- I don't think he did, for he would be afraid.
stacle in their way now was Young- Wild West Most likely he stayed riJ?:ht in his cav-e. The
and his friends. They must be disposed of be- old feller ain't got his rie-ht senses, anvhow.
fore they could hope to 1ret possession of the Come on."
treasure. He led the way back to the camp and
Then they rode along until they suddenly
found everythinl? as they had left it.
rounded a bend and saw the two tents with our
The horses were peacefull:y g-razing- and the friends gathered near them not more than two
scene was one of extreme placidness.
They hundred yards distant.
looked over the surface of the water, but there
"They see us!" Bobby exclaimed, as he started
beinl? a projection between them and the spot his horse off in another direction. "Come on."
where our friends were camped, they were unLink and Sneaky did not have to be told to do
able to .see anything of it.
this, for almost as soon as Bobby started they
"-i:his is what I call a wonderful thing, boys," were J?:oing in the same direction, their horses
the leader declared, shaking his head. "Jest :from at a e-allop. Just as they thouJ?:ht they were
hearin' what the old feller told the half fool safely out of sight of our friends a rifle cracked
we've got in the way of makin' ourselves rich. and Link's hat flew from his head. He uttered
Of course there's somethin' got to be done afore a cry of terror and then rode on as if for his
we'll be jest -right. But it won't be the fast life.
time we've popped a feller creature over; will
it?"
"Not by a jugful, it won't," Bobby declared. CHAPTER VIII.-TryinJ?: to Solve the Problem
"We ain't the sort of men to let anv one livin'
of GettinJ?: the Treasure from the Lake.
stand in our way."
"Of course we ain't," Sneaky added, in a matYounJ?: Wild West felt sure that Old Saul
ter-of-fact way. "There's a fortune starin' us in - would head straig-ht for his cave. Even thoug-h
the face, an' we're 1roin' to have it no matter it was pretty certain that the old man hardly
what we have to do to git it. We'll jest wait knew what he was doing- when he started away,
till tonight, an' then if we can't find some way his instinct would get .him there.
to fix Young Wild West .an' his pards I'll miss
"Come on, Charlie," he cried. "We'll make a
mv g:uess."
short cut of it. The old fellow is daffy, and
"But they'll be watchin' putty sharp, though," when a · spell comes on him he can't understand
Link spoke up. "Don't be a fool, Sneaky. It ain't where he is or what he is doing-, But don't let
g-oin' to be done so easy as you think. Them him get into the hands of the three villains."
"You kin bet your life we won't. Wild. Jest
three gals all carries guns, an' most likely the
two heathens does, too. If we should happen to let 'eln try somethin' like that. I'm jest itchin'
be caught sneakin' .around there they would fill to pop 'em all over. They ain't no good. an' the
us full of holes in a jiffy. We've got enough auicker they're done for the better the world
a:rub to wait a while. We'll jest let 'em l?O ahe:i:d will be for it."
They took a short cut. as Wild sue-gested, but
an' think .we've lit out. All we have got to do 1s
to change our campin' place. We kin move a when they were half way to the cave they sudlittle further, and then maybe we'll have a chance den1y found that they had made a mistake by
to see across the lake an' take note of what's J?:O- doing so. When they had descended a steep
in' on there. Come to think of it, the best thing hill they found themselves in a sort of g-ully
we kin do is to make out that we're leavin' here. with no way of gettinl? out at the other Ide.
"I reckon we didn't g-ain much. by comin' this
I reckon that will be about it. We'll do that
way, Wild," the scout said with a shruJ?: of th.I
right now."
"It's putty comfortable here, though." Bobby shoulders.
"It seems not, Charlie," was the reply. "I
observed, as he looked .at the .rather snug: auarcertainly didn't fig-ure on anything like this.
ters they had taken possession of.
"That can't be helped. We'll find another place Well, we know which way to e-o, anyhow. We'll
iest as a:ood. We'll ll'it on our horses an' ride have to hurry on to the rie:ht until we e-et out
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of here, arid then it won't take us Ion£ te £et
to the cave."
But. they were forced to l?O to the ril?ht for
easily three hundred yards before they could
find a way to £et out of the g-ully. Once they
did £et to the hil?h £round above they made tbeir
way through a tan1?led wood and at Ieng-th came
in Sil?ht of the habitation of Old Saul. As they
ran toward it, who should aopear before them,
but the old man himself. He was tremblinl? violently but the sil?ht of them seemed to l?ive
him joy.
"What's the matter, !:;aul ?" Wild asked, as
he ran up to him and took him by the arm.
"The scoundrels had me. They took the bagof £Old," was the answer.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "I reckon thev must have been mil?hty clever doin' it.
then. Maybe they was watchin' for him to come
back, Wild." ·
"Probably, Charlie," the boy answered. coolly,
for he was not a bit excited at what the old man
said.
·
Old Saul was quite himself again. and he
quickly explained how he had been surprised by
the three villains in the cave, and how he had
managed to l?et away from them somehow. but
could not tell exactly how he did it. But he had
.hidden himself in the bushes and remained there
until he happened '<> see Wild and Charlie hurrying to the spot.
"So they took' the bag of l?Old we found in the
old boot, eh?" the young- deadshot asked him.
"Yes, they took it, but I s'pose I must have
given it to 'em. I don't remember. You see, I
have funny spells sometimes, an' I don't know
jest what I do."
"That's all right. Keep cool now. Don't get
yourself excited one bit. You are l?Oinl? to get
that bag- of gold back and we are l?Oinl? to 1?et
the treasure from the lake too. Now don't worry. Just promise me you won't."
"I'll promise you anythinl?, Younl? Wild West,"
the man retorted, fervently. "You an' your
friends ha~ been awful good to me, an' I know
I kin trust you."
"If you can't trust us there ain't no one livin'
what kin be trusted," Cheyenne Charlie declared,
as he laid his hand 1?ently upon the old man's
shoulder.
"I know it, Cheyenne," and Old Saul nodded
and wiped a tear from his eye.
"You had better g-o back to our camp with us,"
Wild said, coaxing-ly.
"No," was the reply. "I want to stay here a
while. You drive the three scoundrels away.
I'll come over an' see you at sunset."
He spoke in a way that told our two friends
quite plainly that there would be no use in coaxing, so bent upon driving Link Levison and his
pards from the place, they left him there and
turned toward the spot they knew the villains
had camped upon. Using the utmost stealth,
Wild and Charlie proceeded on their way, and
when they got within hearing of the villains
they were just in time to take in the conversation as they were deciding to make it appear
that tl}ey were goin_g- to leave the place for
,rood.

,

.

.

Charlie was for rushing upon them and making

them prisoners but Wild laid a restrainin£ hand
upon his irm.
'
· · "Let them alone, Charlie. We k:rft>w what they
intend to po. so that is eno,u£h. We'll 1!."0 on
back to the camp and watch for them. When
they show up I'll take a shot at Link's hat.
see he has another one. Maybe it belonged to
the fellow who g-ot shot."
"Are you l?Oin' to let 'em off as easy as that,
Wild?"
, "Why, no, 'C harlie. Haven't you heard enoul?h
of what they have been saving- to understand
that they mean to come back after dark ? "
~
"Yes, but what's the use of lettin' 'em have
a chance to do that?" •
"We don't want to make them prisoners, fo1:.
they'll only be a, source of I bother to us, and we
certainly don't want to kill them."
The scout shrui;?'ged his shoulders and said no
more. Then the two crept away from the spot
and were not lonl? in 1?etting- back to the camo.
When Jim and the g-irls heard how the three
villains had surprised Old Saul and taken the
bal? of gold from him, they were not a little
anj?'ered. But when they learned that thev were
_g·oing- to make a pretense of leavinl? the spot for
good and then come back after dark and attack
the camp they all declared that they would shoot
to kill. even to Eloise, who seldom even said a
thine· like that.
"Me fixee allee light!" Hop exclaimed, nodding
as if he really meant it. "Me no likee bad Melican
men. Link no goodee."
"How are you goin' to fix him, heathen ?",the
scout asked, a ting-e of sarcasm in his voice.
"L:,· a llee light, Misler Charlie. Me shootee
him. Me v.elly smartee Chinee. Me fig-htee velly
muchee, too. so be."
"If . you shoot at the sneakin' coyotes it wtll
only be to scare him 'cause you never have any
bullets in that old gun of yours."
"Never mindee, Misler (;;harlie. Me fixee. You
waitee."
"I reckon we won't need none of your help,
heathen. But l?O ahead. If vou git a chance,
fix up the sneakin' coyote if you want to."
It was just then that the three villains were
seen riding away from the lake. True to his
promise Young Wild West picked uo his rifle,
and taking- a quick aim, shot the hat from Link's '
head.
"That will hurry them on a little, I reckon,"
he said, in his cool pnd easy way as he ejected
the empty shell ftom the rifle. "But they'll be
back after dark, and you can depend on it. They
are bent on having revenge on us and getting
hold of the treasure. Such fellows as they are
will take almost any risk and the loni;?'er they
wait the strong-er the desire will £row."
"All right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered,
a g-rim smile showing on his face. "If them
three g-aloots gits away from this lake with
any of that treasure, I'll be a much surprised
man. The fact is, I'll make a promise to you
all, right here, that if sich a thing as that happens, I'll never take another chaw of tobacker ag-in as long as I live." •
"I almost hope they will g-et away with some
of it," Anna spoke up, nodding to Arietta and
Eloise. "Chewing tobacco is what I call a filthy
habit, and thoug-h I have broken Charlie of his
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drinkine: habit pretty well, I can't do anythine: he was surprised or anything else. Then he told
with him when it comes to tobacco. He's always 'em that them three brothers had burned a
got a nasty old plug- somewhere about him, and 's ettler's shanty an' run off with a couple of
every time I see him bite a piece from it. it 'horses. The scoundrels denied it, of course, an'
makes me feel as if I would like to snatch it ' asked him where the horses was. That's where
they sorter had him, 'cause they didn't have
from his hand and throw it away."
"That's all rie:ht, e:al," Charlie retorted laug-h- the stolen horses with 'em. But we all kno:wed
indy. "I reckon if a feller don't do nothin' worse who done it, 'cause we . had been told by the
than take a chaw of tobacker now an' then, he women folks what belone:ed to the house. Our
ain't sich a bad one. I learned to chew when leader told 'em all that he was g-oin' to take
I was about four years old, an' I've kept it up the three men prisoners, an' then if they could
ever since. I reckon I must have been some- Prove their innocence, they would have a e:ood
where alone: sixteen when I learned to drink ·bue:- chance to do j.t. This started, a little rumpus
juice. But you see, I was brought up in old for a while an' there was two or three shots
Cheyenne, an' in them times it wasn't nothin' fired. One of the members of the via:ilance commore than a shanty town an' there was auite a · mittee e:ot a bullet throuJ?h his thiJ?h, an blamed
few folks livin' in tents too. Now it's a putty if I didn't cit my ear touched by one myself.
g-ood sized city. thoug-h, of course, it can't come But· when the shootin' stopped, there was only
up to Denver. Well, as I was sayin; I reckon I one of the three brothers alive, an' he was Jaymust have been about four years old when an old in' on the ground .with a chunk of lead in his
trapper, what seemed to like me putty well. e:ive shoulder. He thoug-ht he was e:oin' to die, an'
me a chew of tobacker. It made me a little sick · when he called out for his friends to stop fightat first. but the next day I asked him for some in' everybody gathered around him to beer what
more, an' he g-ive it to me. Then I learned to chew he was goin' to say. Then the ·s neakin' coyote
an' I used to take pride in bein' able to spit jest confessed it all an' told where the horses had
like a man. I kin do it now putty good. Jest watch." been put. The vig-ilantes felt so good over it
Th ~n he ejected a mouthful of tobacco juice that they filed into the whisky mill takin' me
to a distance fully ten feet from him, and he with 'em pf course. Then the first thinir I
seemed to be proud of the accomplishment.
knowed I had a glass of tangle-foot in mv hand.
"Pretty l!"OOd, Charlie," Wild exclaimed laue:h- I knowed, of course, that I hadn't oua:hter drink
it, 'cause I was too young, but I swaUowed it
inJ?:iy.
"I reckon it ain't everyone who kin spit as jest the same an' it made things fly through nnfar a s tha t, Wild," was the reply. "But let me head somethin' great. They a:ot me to sine: an'
e:o on with my story. I reckon I said I was dance, an' I done it for all I was worth. Of
about sixteen when I learned to drink liauor. course, I drank a little more than that, an' they
Havin' been broug-ht up to fig-ht Injuns an' live had to carry me back home. After tha.t it was
' with some of the worst kind of men that ever easy, an' I kept it up putty strong- till I g-ot in
-come West, it was strane:e that I hadn't took to Jove with Anna and promised her I'd g-o it a
dri'nkin' afore. I was smokin' then as well as little easy if she would marry me. I reckon I've
chewin', but once I was out on the plains with kept my word putty well. It's blamed little I
about a dozen men what was members of a drink in the way of liquor, but I still stick to
vif?"ilance committee. They was looldn' for three my_ old tobacker."
brothers what had burned a settler's home an'
Then he expectorated ag-ain and looked at his
run off with t wo of his horses. I wasn't one of wife g-rinningly, Charlie's little story amused all
the vie:ilantes, but they let me go with 'em, hands and his. wife was satisfied to sav nothing
'cause they knowed putty well that I cauld handle more about his chewing- habit.
a firearm all right, an' that I wasn't afraid of
Wild now started to think of some means to
nothin'. I was somethin' like you was at that find the treasure. That it lay not far di stant
age, Wild, thoug-h of course I didn' have the from the shore he was auite sure. But without
sense of coolness. I s'pose if I had, I'd been a boat he felt that they could do nothing. Even
somethin' great now.
if one of them was able to dive ·and find the
"Never mind about that, Charlie. Go ahead sunken boat that contained the Spanish irolcl. it
with your story."
would be difficult to r~ise it, for it would be im"Well, not to drae: it on too long, we came possible to remain under the water lone: enough
upon them three brothers jes afore sunset, af- to put a rope about the boy, for it was an non
ter bein' after 'em all day. They had made !or box that contained the treasure, so Old Saul had
a settlement what was called Whacker's Brush. stated.
There wasn't more than six or seven houses
"Boys," he said to Charlie and Jim, as they
there, but there was a whisky-mill. It seemed walked down to the shore of the lake and looked
that them t hree brothers had lots of friends af over the ripolin2: water. "there are onlv two
the settlement. and when they got there they ways for us to g-et at that sunken boat: One is
told how innocent they was of doin' anything to get a boat and use l!"rappling- irons ; the other
wrong, an' that the vigilantes what was after 'em is to let the water out of the lake."
had made a big- .mistake. When we rode up,
"It seems to me that one way would be just
tne men we wanted was standin' in front of the as difficult as the other," Dart answered, with
whisky mill along with about a dozen others. a shake of the head. "In the first place it would
They all had g-uns ready, an' it looked as if there take a long- time to build a boat, and gven after
was goin' to be some tall shootin' done. But we had built it, where would we g-et the g-rapthe leader of · our g-anir was a putty irood sort pling irons. Then it would take months to dig
of feller, an' he knowed jest what to do in cases a canal to let the water out. I reckon the best
like that. He rides ril!"ht up, not showin' that way to do it is to keep on diving until 'fre strike
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it. When we have done this we mig-ht find a
way to fasten a rope to the boat and then dragit ashore."
"What you say is about rig-ht, "Jim," the young
rleadshot answered. "Still, I don't mean to 1dve
up hunting for the treasure very soon. If it
takes a month we'll stay rig-ht here for I am
confident that even thoug-h Old Saul doesn't know
what he is talking- about at times, he has told
us the exact truth in the matter."
"Well," observed Cheyenne Charlie, as he
pointed to the left, "there's a ridge of rock an'
earth that ain't more than fifty feet wide. At
the other side there ain't nothin' but the steep
mountain. If a canal could be g-ot throue:h there
I. reckon it wouldn't be very long- afore every
dTop of the water in the lake would run out an'
~o on down like a little river. If we only had a
g-ood supply of dynamite it wouldn't take long
to make a hole through there."
- "But we haven't the dynamite, Charlie."
"We could git it, thoug-h, if we wanted to put
in a month at it."
·
"Yes, that's true. Come to think of it that _
would be the best way to do it. But we'll try
.!t a week . in some other way. Then if we fail.
we'll go somewhere and get the dynamite."
"Misler Wild," Hop called out just then; "here
comee Old Saul."
They all turned, and sure enoug-h the eccentric
old man was seen approaching-.
"I reckon the old feller has chang-ed his mind.
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed. "He said he
wouldn't come here till about sunset."
.
"He is aot to change hii:, mind very often,
Charlie. The poor fellow is unbalanced, and I
suppose he has come to himself and thoug-ht the
matter over, deciding- it best to come here rig-ht
away."
Old Saul walked up, apparently quite himself.
"I thoug-ht I'd come over an' see if you had
found a way to git at the treasure," he said , as
he looked out upon the lake. "There wasn't
no use in me-stayin' in the cave alone any long-er.
I used to like it, but since I've g-ot acquainted
with you folks it makes me feel lonesome to
hang- around there."
.
"All rig-ht. I reckon you had better stop ng-ht
here with us, anyhow. It may be that the three
villains mig-ht g-et the best of us for a while an'
take a notion to put an end to you. If you are
here nothing- of the sort can happen. But we
were just thinking-, Old Saul, if we only had
enough dynamite ·w e could blow a hole big- enough
to let the water out of tr.e lake: Then we could
find the boat all rig-ht."
"Let me see," and the old ma!l fell to musiT~g-,
"I believe I did fetch twenty sticks of dynamite
here once . . But I don't know what I done with
'em. You see one of them spells came ,?ver me
afore I got here, an' when I came to ag ~ I was
in my cave, but I didn't have ·no dynamite. It
took ·me a long time to g-o an' g-it the stuff an'
bring- it back here. I ain't got no idea what .I
done with it, but I s'pose I must have left it
somewhere. Maybe I was fool enoug-h to throw
it in the lake."
,
· "How long- ag-o w?ls _this, Saul?"
"Maybe it was a year or two."
.
.
.
"That being- the case, it is hardly hkely 1t will
ever ha found."

"I don't know whether it was as long as that
or not," the old man added, after thinkini? a - moment. "I wish I did know what I done with
it."
"Well, try and think some time. Don't bother
with it now, thoue:h. It may come to you."
The old man promised he would, and then he
went over and sat down and beg-an talking- to
the g-irls just as if there was nothing the matter
with him at all.
CHAPTER IX. - What Happened To the
Three Villains.
Old Saul remained fully an hour at the camp.
and then just as he was going- to leave he be-came possessed of a sudden idea.
"Say, Young Wild West," he said. turnine: to
our hero. "maybe if we was to float the trunk
of a tree in the water an' g-ot out there we mie:ht
feel for the boat with a long oole."
"By jine:o!" the young- deadshot exclaimed.
"That's the best idea yet. We'll try it rtg-ht
away. I reckon we ought to be able to do a
whole lot between now and sunset."
There were a couple of axes belone:ing- to the
outfit, so it was not lonir before Charlie and
Old Saul were working- away with them. A g-oodsized tree was felled, and then all hands lent
their assistance ;md drag-g-ed it to the lake. As
soon as it was floating- upon the water Jim Dart
g-ot himself in shape for another bath. Wild cut
a pole that was about twenty feet long, and Jim
sat astride tbe log- and proceeded to push it out
toward the s pot where the treasure must be. Old
Saul watched eag-erly, as did the rest. In about
ten minutes Jim g-ave a shout.
"I've struck something-, all rig-ht, " he called out.
"I reckon it must be the sunken boat."
"Make sur of it, and then come back and g-et
a rope and a big- stone, so you can anchor the
log- rig-ht there. You can leave the pole sticking
in the mud, so you'll know where the spot is."
· Jim kept on prodding- a:bout with the pole,
which was only about five feet out of the water,
showing- that the depth was fifteen feet. When
he had convinced himself that the sunken boat
was really there he pushed the pole down into the
mud and then beg-an paddling- the log- for the
shore. Long- before he 11rot there Wild and
Charlie had an oblong- stone fastened to a rope
so it mig-ht be used for an anchor. In due time
this was placed upon the log- and tied so it could
not slip from it, and then Jim was furnished with
another pole and Quickly returned to the spot.
He let out his anchor and tied tlie rope there. so
the log could not move more than two or tnree
feet either way.
"Now then," he said, nodding- to those on shore.
"I reckon I'll take a dive down, I have i?Ot a
good chance to do it now."
"Go ahead. Jim. I'll be there with you in a
few minutes." Wild answered, and then he
hastened to the tent and soon made himself
ready to go into the lake.
But Jim had,alreadv made two dives before he
got there. While he was convinced himself that
he had made no mistake about the boat bein,e
there, he had been unable to bring- anything up
with him. When Wild joined him uoon the lwr
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Jim was pretty well exhausted from his attempts.
"I'll trv my luck at diving," said Wild. "How
deep did you say it was. Jim?"
.
"Not more than fifteen feet. It's a -pretty irood
dive. too, you know."
"Yes, I know that. But rn touch the bottom
all right."
Then the boy got himself, into position and
dove headlong . from the Jog. Down he shot for
the bottom. He kept his eyes o-pen, too, but Jim
had roiled the water so much that he could not
see a thing. But when his hands came into contact with the woodwork he knew that it was -part
of the sunken boat, but felt that they would SUl'ely find a way_ to get. the treasure without e:oing
to all the trouble they had been talking about.
The boy felt about- Quickly, and when his hands
came in contact with somethinl? that he knew
was iron. a thrill shot throuJ?h his body. He
-pulled u-pon it. and much to his surprise somethinl?' raised. But that was all. for it stopped as
Quickly as it had started. Then Wild was forced
to e:o u-p.
"How did you make out?" Jim asked, as the
~ boy held on to the lol?' and l'"Ot his breath.
"I reckon I found the iron box, all ril?'ht. I
caue:ht hold of it and I thoul?'ht I was J?oing to
-pull it up at first. I knew then that it was the
lid I had hoid of, and that it opened. We had
better talk to Old Saul about it. Maybe he can
tell us something more about the iron 'box."
Wild .climbed upon the lol?', and then turning
his face to the shore, called out:
"Say, Saul, how bil?' was the box that contained
the- treasure?"
"About four feet, I reckon. It wasn't a very
heavy one. It was only sheet-iron, with the toll
of wood."
"There was a lid to it, of course ? "
"Yes, an.'. it wasn't locked."
"Was it full of /?'Old?"
"Not Quite. But you see we found it in a cave
the otheP side of the lake, an' we dum-ped the
/?'Old from it an' then -put the box in the boat. afterwards puttin' the e:old back in it."
"Well, I just opene(j the box. anyhow. l am
going- down ag-ain now. and .I'll see if I can't
bring up some of the Spanish money."
Then the boy made readv for another dive. He
.... ,.let himself go -a nd plunged swiftly to the bottom.
Wild had made no mistake about it, for his hands
got upon the box the first thing. Reaching in it
he was delighted when he grasped a hand:ful of
what he knew must surely be golde11 coins. Up
he came, holding up his hand in triumph. Jim
insisted on making a dive then, but he was unsuccessful: By this time it was drawing close
to night, and when Charlie advised them to come
ashore and wait unti\ the next day, thev agreed.
"I'll take a hand in the e:ame tomorrow mornin'. after we've finished up with them three a:aloots," he added. "It wouldn't pay very well to
have 'em come here an' ketch an · of us out there
workin' away to git the treasure."
•
"That's right. Charlie. We'll wait till morning,
'" then," the young deadshot answered. "But I am
satisfi ed we'll be able to get about all the gold
there. The only thing that puzzles me is how a
box of gold could be found away up here in the
mountains. But I suppose ·it must have been
brought here ·many years ago by the Aztecs -when
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they ffed from the Spaniards. We'll ask Old
Saul about it. Maybe he can tell us a little more.
Another thing, I am anxious to find the cave
where· the box of a:old was discovered."
"We'll have a look at that before we go, Wild,"
Arietta spoke up. "I wouldn't think of leaving
here without seeing the inside of that cave."
"All right; little J?irL We'll get Old Saul in
just the right humor, and most likely he will be
Quite willing to take us to it."
·
The gold coins Wild had brought up from the
bottom of the lake were ii ~urce of amusement
and joy to the old man who had been living near
the lake so Ion&?' in the hope of some time being
able to raise the treasure.
"I don't care · now," he said. when Wild told
him he might keep them. "That rascal got away
with the bag of money you gave me. but that
won't amount to much."
"Never mind how much it amounts to," the
young deadshot retorted, with a smile. "You are
going- to have it back aJ?ain, Saul. Don't think
ior an instant that such a fellow as Link Levison
would be willinl? to go away with such a small
amount. He wants it all. and he'll do his best to
11:et it. Why, I am quite satisfied that it won't
be Joni? after dark before we catch them prowling
about here."
"And what will happen if they do come around
here tryin' to shoot yer?" the old man asked.
"Well, I wo11't say for sure, but if it comes to
the w_9 rst they'll J?et shot themselves."
"Tliey're miJ?hty well deservin' of it. I've got
quite a few cartridges on hand, an' I think I'll
take a shot at 'em myself. You see, I always
manaJ?e to keep a good supply of ammuni.ion.
though I don't go to a settlement or town more
than a couple of times a year. . It's too long a
walk to go oftener."
•
"You needn't mind about doing- any of the
fighting-. • There are only three of us, and 1 am
sure any one of us can take care of that many.
Just let them come sneaking around here ton1e:ht
and we'll put an end to their e:ame."
While they ;all talked much about· ii, there was
no further attempt made to raise any mo1-e of
the gold that day. Night came, and after su,pper
was eaten they all sat down around the campfire
and waited until it was time for the three villains
to show up. But Youne: Wild West did not mean
to stay right there and let the villains come
sneaking- up close enough to shoot at them from
cover. When it was good and dark he turned to
his two partners and said:
"Now then, boys, I reckon we had better e:o
and look for them. I'm just a s sure as if I had
seen them that Link and his pards are very close
to this spot right now. Come on. We'll leave
Saul her e with the girls and the two Chinamen."
Charlie and Jim were more than willing, so
five minutes later the three left the camp. Arietta sat close to one of the tents, a rifle within
her reach and a revolver in her lap. Anna and
Eloise took positions near her, while Hop and Old
Saul sat a short distance away, the Chinaman
· talking to the old man. who showed no little in. terest in what he said. Wing, true to his usual
way of doing it, reclined against a t ree. dozing-.
Young Wild West and his partners had not
been eone more than ten minutes before Arietta
detected a sound in the bushes off to the left.
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She Quickly ·c alled Hop':;- attention to it, aird the
Chinaman at once crept over to her ·and listened:
Then a faint footfall was heard, after which a
sliirht rustling sound came to their ears.
·
"Some one is coming," the 1?irl whispered, as
she turned her rifle in the direction the sounds
had come from.
"Me findee outtee velly muchee quickee," Hop·
answered, in a whisper, and then he slipped off
in the darkness, workinl? his way along- with all
the cleverness of an experienced woodsman.
While Hop had · his big revolver loaded with
colored fire instead of bullets, he held the weapon
in his hand just as if it would prove deadly in
case he got a chance to use it.- But he also had a
keen-edged knife in his belt, and it would take
but an instant for him to draw it and put it to
ui:;e. When he had e:one about fifty feet he came
to the bushes from which the sounds had come.
Half crouchine: close to the e;round and holdinir
his pistol in readiness, he' listened; Whispered.
voices came to his ears immediately, and so close
were they to him that he instinctively shrank
back.
Sure enough, the three villains had got uo close
to the camp, which meant that Younir Wild West
and his partners must have missed them. Meanwhile, Old Saul had not made a move, but he
had a lonj!'-barreled rifle with him, of the oldfashioned type, which he had brought when he
came over from the cave, and he sat there !?rasping it and looking steadily through the darkness
in the direction Hop had taken.
The clever Chinee did not intend that the villains should get close enough to the camp to
harm any one, and after recovering from the
effect of his sudden discovery that they were
so close by, he held the pistol out straight and
waited, hardly daring to breathe. More whispering was heard, and then the bushes began to
move ahead of him, while he could hear a rustlin2' sound. A few seconds later and a m.an
crept within four feet of him. Hop could see
him quite plainlv. and without any hesitation he
pulled the trigger of the old-fashioned weapon.
Bang! A streak of red fire shot from the muzzle aAd illumined the .scene for an instant, and
then a yell of terror sounded, which was Quickly
followed by the sounds of hasty footsteps. Hop
sprang back, and as he did so the man he had
shot at staggered to his feet, fell down ae:ain,
and then ran straight for the camp.
Crack! A sharp report rang out, and looking
toward the camp Hop saw Old Saul standine: upright, a smoking rifle in his hand. The man who
had started that way lay upon the e:round kickinu:
his last.
" Whattee mattee, Misler Saul?" the Chinaman
asked, as he ran forward. "You shootee um bad
Melican man, so be ? "
"I shot him," was the reply, in a grim tone of
voice. "He was runnin' straight here, an' there
wasn't nothin' else to do."
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie's old familiar shout
that rang' out just then, and the next minute a
crashing . in the bushes was heard and Young
Wild West. and the scout appeared, dra11:1?in1? the
other two men with them.
"We'-ve got two of them," the voun11: deadshot
iO&ilad out. "Where's the other fellow 'l"

"He allee samee dead, Misler Wild," Hoo anc
swered. "Misler Saul shootee vellv muchee
quickee."
It was Bobby and Sneakv the voung <leadshot
and the scout had caug-ht, and as they were oral?- ..
ged up into the light of the campfire their iaces.
showed how terrified they were. Jim c:ime running: up just then, for he had been delav.ed. He
was leadinl? the four hor ·es that belon2"ed to the
villains. and hence he had· been left behind.
"Have you .l?Ot them all, Wild?" he asked .
"All three of them, Jim," was the replv. ''Saul
shot one of them and here are the other two. I
thought maybe we would be too late to prevent
something happening-, but it seems we were not."
No one left a bit sorry that the leader of the
villains had been shot down by Old Saul. He
had broug-ht it on himself, and the reward he had
received was a just one. Wild told Hoo to bringa lighted fagot from the fire, and tumine: the
dead man over. he held it close to his face.
"No wonder he started straight toward the
camp," the boy said, nodding to those standingabout. "He was blinded bv the flash from Hop's..
pistol, and he didn't know where he was g-o ing-,
Certainly he wouldn't have run straig-ht for vou
if he had known it at the t.ime."
"He's better off dead, then," declared Old Saul,
nodding- as if he felt easier about it.
"It's too bad the other two didn't g-it th e same
dose, instead of makin' us ketch 'em an' make
prisoners of 'em," Cheyenne Charlie s poke uo.
"Mercy!" Bobby exclaimed, for - he was now
terror-stricken. "Le~ us e:o, won't yer?"
"We'll let you l?O when we get ready," YoungWild West retorted, Quickly. "We need some
one to help us on a little job we have on hand,
and you have e:ot to work. When we e:et thro u1?h
with -vou we'll pay vou off and send vou aoout
your business. Now, then, you can 'understand
that. Your horses are here, but you dare not
touch them until you are told to do·· so. -You see
what happened to Link. Well, if vou don't hehave yourselves you'll e:et the same dose. · I'll
let the Chinaman turn that old-fashioned g-un of
his upon you and blind vou with colored fire"
"Me vellv smartee Chinee, Misler Wild," Hop
spoke up, and then he strutted about proudly,
while Old Saul looked on and nodded his head
with approval.
·
The two villains had been disarmed bv the
scout rig-ht after they were captured, so they
were not tied, but told to remain at the camo.
Wild, Charlie and Jim had no difficulty in finding
the horses belonging- to the villains, and it happened they were just in time to hear them as
they were making off in the direction of the
camp . . Jim had taken charge of the four horses,
while the young deadshot and Charlie went on
ahead. They were just about ready to pounce
upon the three when Hoo fired. But that did not
spoil their plans any, for Bob and Sneakv were
captured almost before they knew it.
"Now then, Saul," our hero said", as he nodded
to the old man, "I reckon you needn't be afraid
of any one hqrting you again. ·There were four
of them at first, but two of them have cashed in
their chips. The other two will be quite harmless, I think. We'll keeo them here a while and
make -them help us get the treasure from the bottom of the lake."
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uYou're a woT1derful boy. Youn,r Wild West."
the old man retorted. "I'm verv t!"lad you came
here."
"So am I, Saul. It's been Quite worth ,mr ·
while, tm sure. We are ,roing to stay here. t_oo.
until we t!"et that treasure out for you."
u An' when you do ,rit it, half of it's yours.''
"Not as much as that. We may take some of.
the t!"Old as a souvenir. But just vou l!,'et into-the·
tent now and ,ro to sleep. You are a pretty olq
man. and thoul!."h it is very early in the evenin,r.
it won't •hurt v<•u one bit, for we are l!.'Oinl!." to
J('et up at daylight."
.
A:; if he were a child bound to obey, Old Saul
nodded. and then biddinl!: all hands l!."Ood-nll!."ht.
went into the tent.
CHAPTER X.-Hop Wah's Mal!."ic Trick.
Yount!" Wild West caused the two prisoners to
lie down close to the fire, which was to be kept
burninl!: all night. Jim Dart took first watch.
and when it came time for Charlie to relieve him
• Bobby and Sneaky were lyinl!: upon their blankets. If they were not asleep they were keepinl!:
very Quiet. so it made little difference. Charlie
felt that he had nothinl!." else to watch but the
prisoners, but he kept wide-awake as usual.
Wild took the last watch. and as soon as it beJ('an to l!."row daylie-ht he went to the tent and
roused his partners.
.
"Is it mornin' alreadv '?" Cheyenne Charlie
asked. sleepily. "Why. it don't seem as if I've
been here more than ten minutes."
"It's morninl!: all ril!:ht. Charlie. It will soon
be broad daylight . . Come on. If we are going to
J('et that treasure out, the Quicker we l!"et at it
the better it will be. . I have an irlea we'll finish
the job today. I hope we'll do it before nll!."ht.
too, for I want to l!:O and see the cave it wa,s
· taken from."
The sounds of their voices roused Old Saul
and the r st, and in less than ten minutes all
hands were bustlinl!." about. The fire was replenished bv Hop, who then went to look after the
horses. and Wine- at once began making prep>trations for an early breakfast. The sun was not
yet up when they sat down to eat. Old Saul
:.... i;eemed to be Quite himself, and the two prisoners
were so meek and penitent that they were permitted to ioin the others and eat with them.
Both had declared several times that thev would
be slaves to Younl!." Wild West and his.friends. if
they were only permitted to go their wav when
thev had done with them. Of course, no one
took any stock in what thev said. for thev were
bad throul!."h and through, and should be watched.
"Charlie," the young deadshot said. after all
had finished eating the morning meal, "these two,
fellows can each use an axe. I know. I'll leave
it to you to see to it that thev cut down trees
we want, and when they are ready, we'll lend
a hanti and R::et them into the water. Go ahead
now."
<
"Right ver ar~, Wild," the scout answered. 3.J!d
then nodding to the two villains, he added: "Come
on, you sneakin' coyotes. I reckon you have l!."Ot ·
to do a little sweatin'. I'm a putty hard boss. I
am, an' you'll find it out, too. I'm goin' to
start in to shootin' at your hats if vou don't make
them axes swinl!.' putty hard an' long."
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But Bobby and Sneaky .were only too willing
to work, and off they went with the scout. The
old man had not had one of his Queer spells since
the time he had run away from the camp the
afternoon before. He seemed to have formed a
l!.'reat attachment for l{op, and by asking a few
Questions he learned that the Chinaman was a
very clever sleight-of-hand performer. Finally
he asked how he manal!,'ed to make red fire come
from the pistol when he shot at Link Levison the
nil?'ht before.
·
"You likee colored fire?" Hop asked.
"Yes, it was surprisin' to me when that awful
bril!."ht flash showed last night. Kin you do it in
the daylight 7"
"Me do it allee samee any timee. Me makee
irleen fi,re, too. Me showee you."
Then the Chinaman, who always had all sorts
of explosive material with him, fussed behind a
Jog for a few minutes, and when he came back he
sprinkled a train of Powder along until he P'ot
to where Old Saul was waiting patiently. Wild,
Jim and the girls had l!.'one over to watch the
work that Charlie was in charie of, while Wini!"
was bu_sy clearing away the renrains of the
breakfast. No doubt Hop had arranl!."ed to e:ive
a series of Quick explosions that would show
different colored fire. He called it his mairic
. trick, however, and Old Saul certainly . expected
.to see somethinl!.' worth while. He certainly did •
.as the seQuel will prove. But in some wav
·Hop had forl!."otten somethlnir. He had Jet't a
-small can of a dangerous explosive behind the
rock. So clever had he been in arranl?'inl!.' the
train of powder, ithat the old man was not aware
that such a thing had been · done.
"You see lat rock, Misler Saul?" Hou said,
smiling blandly.
"Yes, I see it," the old fellow answered.
"Allee light. you watchee. Me showee vou
nicee lillee tlick."
Then the Chinaman took a couple of cii?ars
from his pocket, and offering one to the old man.
who quicklv accepted it, he placed the other in
.his mouth and then struck a match. . He gave
Old Saul a light first, and then lighted his own
cigar, after wb1ch he stooped to the l!,'round and
touched the flame to the powder train. There
was a. shari, hiss, and then the powder burned
quickly.
"What's the matter!" Old Saul exclaimed, jumpinl!." back.
"You watchee. Velly nicee lillee tlick.,. was
the Chinaman's retort.
The next instant a terrific explosion ranl!.' out.
It was so heavy that the ground fairly shook.
and Old Saul and the Chinaman were thrown to
the l!."round from the force of it. It happened
that Wild and his partners were just around a
bend of the lake at the time, for they had left
the girls watching the two fellows as they chotr
ped the trees, and taking care that they did not
attempt to escape. Cries of alarm went up from
all hands, and everybody ran toward the spot
where the explosion had occurred. The smoke
hung close to the ground, and when thev all e:ot
to where Hop and Old Saul were sitting in a
confused sort of way, it gradually began to lift.
"What did you do, Hop?" Wild asked. sharply.
"Me makee magic tlick, Misler Wild," the
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·Chmaman answered, somewhat sheepishly. "Me There's the boat. and I reckon we can
wade rfa•ht
no undelstand ."
out to it, which will save a whole lot of trouble."
"You made a mal!.'ic trick, but you don't underHe turned to his sweetheart and nodded for
stand it, eh? Where on earth did you e:et so her to follow him, and they walked
much powder? Why, it sounded as if ..a ton of shore of the lake, which was close to alone: the
where the "
dynamite had exploded."
boat was lyinl!.' in the mud. When
e:ot there
"I know. I know!" exclaimed Old Saul, sudden- they noticed a whirlpool something they
like a Quarter
ly. "Right behind that rock is where I put the • of .a mile out upon the lake. A roaring
dynamite when I brouitht it from the settlement came from it, too, and then they knew sound
two or three years ago. I remember it now, I some manner an openine: must have that in
occurred
remember it now."
right at the bottom of the lake.
Then he danced up and down excited~y.
But this was no doubt due
the explosion,
"Is that right!" the voung deadshot asked, which had been caused by Hopto unintention
ally.
startin_g- violently.
The two prisoners were orde:r;e'd to fol ow Young"Yes, yes. Let's .e:o in• see what it done."
Wild West and his. partners to the boat, and once
Then they all rushed over to the high bank. they got there the remains
Jim Black were
The sound of rushin_g- water came to their ears, taken out and carried ashore. ofThen
which .e:radually deepened into a terrific roar. anything else Wild saw to it that abefore doing
Where the rock had been was now a deep chasm, dug, and they called upon ·Old Saulgrave was
and as the youn.e: de.adshot looked to the left, he some sort of b?rial . service, which he to recite
did in his
saw that the high Tid.e:e that encircled the lake at own way. This berng
the remains were
that section had been split asunder. Such a covered up, and a mounddone,
made,
which Old
marvelous chan.e:e had been wrou.e:ht that when Saul carried a slab of stone and after
placed it ·at th~
they all .e:.athered there, thev did not leave the head of the gr.ave, so it mil"ht
marked. With
spot for fully ten minutes. The water was nour- bared head the old fellow stoodbe
over it for a few
Ing out in a· mighty cataract, for the chasm was minutes, and then said:
"That's all over now, an'
about thirty feet in width. Wishin_g- to see where I feel better. You have ·found the
treasure for
the water all went, they climbed to the top of the me, an' half of it's yours."
bank anp. went to the other side. Then as far
"We don't want half of it, Saul," the young
as they could see- downward there was what ap- de.adshot declared, shaking his
head.
peared 'to be a mi_g-hty river.
"If you won't agree to that I refuse to let it
"That sartinly was a magic trick, heathen," be touched, then."
the scout declared, as he turned to the clever
"Well, in that case
reckon we had better
f:hinee. "You was doin' something' to puzzle the agree to it. I suppose,I though"
J-. e turned
old man an' you _set off the, dynamite that he nut to Bobby and Sneaky, "these t~o and
fellows would
there a good while al"0, an forgot where he P?t be 2:lad to get away with it."
it. Jest see what you have done. You have spoilWhen they had taken the last coin from the
ed the whole lake."
box Young- Wild West said:
"That reminds me!" Young> Wild West ex"I want you to take us over so we can have
claimed. "Let's g-o back and have· a look. The a look at the cave where you
took the· g-oJd from.
water is comin.e: out so fast that it shouldn't take There may be more there."
a .e:re.at while before the bottom lies bare."
"There ain't no more there, an' I don't s'oose
Then they all climbed to the top of the rid.e:e there's any cave there now.
afore we got
again and made for the bank of the lake. The the gold from it there was Jest
a big cave-in. I
sight they came upon was a startling one. The s'pose it was one of them old-time
temples
bottom cf the Jake was nearly dry, and protrud- or some place like th.at, which theystone
said people
ing from the muddy depths was •e semblance of lived in hundreds of years a.e:o. But I'll
a boat, in which lay a human skeleton and a over there, an' you kin have a look." take you
heavy, iron-bound box. ·
They went with him a little later, but could not;. '
Just then the old m&n came up. He seemed as find the least vestige of anythine:
like a cave. so
if paralyzed with astonishme pt for nearly a min- after all it was really a mystery where
the treasute. Then he dropped upon the ground .and be- ure came from . But they had recovered
it, any_g-an sobbing- violently.
how. and there being- nothin_gto keep them
"There's l)Oor Jim Black, or all that's left of at the lake any long-er, they left
out the next
him,'1 he moaned. "Ain't this hard? We thoug-ht morning to get to the nearest set
of eiviliza~
we was the luckiest men what ever lived when we tion. Sneaky and Bobby v,-ere point
a hundred
found that treasure. But I'm e:lad I've found dollars .apiece and permitted to gogiven
way, takwhat's left of him, 'cause I kin bury him decent. ing the four horses with them. their
I never would have felt _g-ood if I hadn't been able settlement was reached and, trueIntodue time a
his word,
to do that."
Old Saul made Young- Wild West and his friends
The others did not· pay much attention to what take half the treasure, which must have
amounthe said. What puzzled them mostly was how the ed to somethin_g- like thirty-five
thousand doll!'-rs
water could possibly have left the lake in such all told. The old m.an tol1 them
he was g-omg
quick time. Certainly it could not have poured East to look up some relatives he had.
there, and
out through the opening that had been c_aused by , th.at was_ the last they ever saw
of hi~. but :in
the terrific explosion. But Young Wild West v11shed him good luck an~ were _well
~at1sfted with
was not the one to stand still and ponder over the result of Hop Wahs Ma.e:ic Trick.
a puzzle.
.
"There's only one thing about it," he said.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"Hop's magic trick has served a great i)urpose. WEST BOSSING A CATTLE RANGE; or,
It <.ertainly caused the water to leave the lake. ARIETTA CORNERE D BY RUSTLER S."
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VOLUNTEER No. 1
-

Or, -

The Young Fire Fighters of Oakland
By DICK EI:..LISOl'T
A Serial Story
CHAPTER VII.
T he Lea p For Life.

~

By this t ime Sandy McGuire and Meyer Suppeg reenzs were dragging· a second hose up the borrowed laddeT, and soon t hey h ad a big st r eam
pouri ng in to the buil ding t hrough t he smoke and
fl am e.
Just as the axes of Lafay et h ad crashed in
the door a terrible g r oa n went up from the great
crowd around about.
The form of a girl, whom many recognized a s
Dora ·vane, suddenl y appeared in one of the
fourth- story windows and began screaming for
help. At the same moment a man, who proved
to be Edwar d Vane, her fa ther, came tearing
frantically through the crowd in If desperate effort t o reach the door through which the smoke
came rolling for th.
"My child ! My child! " he g r oaned. "She will
perish! "
But the eagle eye of Tom Sedlcy had taken in
the situation, and with a bound he rushed to the
main doorwa y, an d was soon Jost in th e blaze and
smok e.
"Heavens !" gasped Hurley, "the boy is lost!"
A p rofound silence f ell upon the spectators a s
Tom Sedley disappeared within the splintered
doorwa y of the warehouse.
The desperate n ature of the gallant young fireman's attem pt to save the life of Dora Vane was
.
quickl y r eal ized by the onlookers.
Tom Sedley ' name was passed from mouth to
mouth.
Women and girls shuddered and wept, while
men t hrilled to the core of thei r hearts.
Ike Hurley dashed into the doorway in a vain
attempt to restrain the rash boy, but was driven
staggering back by the dense smoke which now
came pou r ing forth.
He called frantically for a stream of water,
and Washington's first hose was brought up and
turned into the entrance and up the stairs.
Clang, clang! Clang, clang! went the two engines under the strong muscles of t}_ie young firefighters.
Up and dow,n worked the long arms of the
pumps, men from the crowd rushing forward,
eager to help on the good work, or relieve a student here and there as he became exhausted from
the excitement and heavy labo1·.
Four powerful streams of water wei-e now directed where they would do the most good but
the roaring flames, which in one place .had ascended to the fourth floor and penetrated the
roof, seemed to mock thefr power.
Tongues of fire came leaping in fiendish wan-
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' •'1ness from all the windows along the third
•r, and burst from many on the fourth.
rhe window-glass cl'acked, crumbled away and
fell in a glittering show to the road, while the
wooden frames blazed up, fell out and dropped
in glowing fragments.
The hiss and thud of the jets of water as they
extinguished a blaze here and there at the windows sent a chill to the hearts of all who wern
thinking of the heroic young fireman of Volunteer No. 1, who had perhaps gone to his death.
And through it all Dora Vane stretched out her
arms appearingly to the crowd • below while
wreaths of smoke occasionally obscured h~r form
·
.
from the horrified multitude.
Th~re was no way of getting a ladder to that
height. If she jumped it was certain death.
The murmurings of the stricken crowd, the
hysterical weeping of woman here and there, and
the half-suppressed groan of more than one strong
man, who would willingly have rushed .to that
poor girl's aid if such an act was not cleai-ly foolhardy and out of the question, mingled with the
'
clanK of the two engines.
The students, overcome one by one by the violence of their exertions, dropped away from the
pump handles and stalwart men took up the job
and worked till the perspiration streamed down
their faces, but the boys of Volunteer No. 1 never
flinched.
Their brave young foreman was in the flames,
perhaps dead at that moment, but no arm but
their should force the water while there was a
possibility that his life might yet be saved.
Hurley himself was working like a demon. He
had carried a hose up to the second-floor landir-g,
but had found no sign of Tom Sedley.
Suppegreenz and McGuire, bli stered by _the
flames and disfigured with smoke, were holdin~
on like heroes to their second-story post, where
Tom had first sent them.
The German was displaying a courage that
called forth praise and admiration on all sides.
Twice his clothes had caught fire as he stood
a foot or two in the lead of his Irish mate, holding
the nozzle directed ·up the stairway, but he had
knocked it out with one hand.
None below knew that he had seen Tom pass
up the glowing and blinding staircase, and he
was trying to keep down the flames that were to
overtake the boy he reckoned as his first real
friend in Oakland.
Suddenly a tremendous cheer went up from the
crowd.
Tom Sedley had appea1·ed alongside of Dora
Vane, and their figures were thrown into bold
relief by the rising glare of the fire behind them.
And now the apparently resistless flames shot
up in huge tongues through the roof, and the
giare grew to an intense brightness.
Dense volumes of black smoke, · ~hrough which
mingled myriads of brilliant sparks, rolled upward and away over the river.
A large part of the building was like a glowing
furnace, where nothing could be seen but the
encroaching flames. leaping out of the cracked
and broken windows, while inside great. beams
swayed about in fiery tangle, and spray-like golden i-ain, a scending and descending, floated in the
.
night iar.
Tom looked down on the crowd and upon the
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engines working away at a tremendous rate. He
leaned out of the window 'and glanced at the fiery
furnace below and around him. Then he waved ·
his right arm and turned to the girl who was
clinging to him.
·
Ike Hurley, · who was outside again directing
operations, ordered two of the streams to be
turned into the windows of the third floor, didctly
under the place where Tom and Dora Vane stood.
Frank Spencer and WiILDrake held the nozzle
of one jet, and Washington engine, now almost
wholly manned by men of muscle, propelled the
water upward in a - strong and steady flow that
blotted out every j-et of :fire it came in contact
w~.
.
The academy boys now devoted .their energies
to helping- out the w-0rkers of Volunteer ~o.1,
who were pretty well played out by this time."
Percy Jewett and ·1-nck Nipple blustered about
and made themselves a s important as possible,
but they took care not to interfere with any orders given by Ike Hurley.
·
The situation was altogether too serious for
any clash of authority, especial]:y with such a
man as the ex-vet.
In the meantime Tom Sedley had disappeared.from the window with Dora.
·
Those in front could only guess at what he
proposed to do, now that all means of escape by
the stairways seemed to be cut off.
People who ·were standing close to the river
bank on either side of the warehouse, as well as
several persons who lay off in the stream in row- .
boats, saw the two appear through the blinding
smoke at the rear window overlooking the water.
Percy Jewett and his crony had also .run to the
rear of the building to see how the fire was pr:ogress1ng in that quarter.
"There he is," said Nipple, pointing upward.
"They're g-one coons, both of ,the~," replied
Percy, looking up the face of the smboth brick
wall.
,
·
"Looks like it. We _couldn't get ,a ladder to
them to save our lives,"' said the young foreman
of the Lafayette hook and ladder.
.
"He was a chump to go into the biulding after
that girl," said Percy.
·
"I wonder what he is going to. do? If he had
a rope up there he might slide down and escape."
"Perhaps he'll jump into the river," suggested
Jewett.
"What, that distance?"
"Better that than be burnt to death."
"How about the girl?"
"What's that he's letting out of the window?
There's so much smoke I can't see very well."
"Something white, like a sheet."
~'What good is a sheet or two at that height?"
While the academy boys were considering this
conundrum Tom Sedler was seen to swing himself out of the window and slide down to the
window underneath, where he obtained a slight
footing on the sill.
Tom ·k icked in the . sash and disappeared into
the warehouse. :Presently the upper sash was
also seen to fall in fragments under ' the b\ows
from a heavy piece of iron. Then the brave young
foreman of Volunteer No. 1 reappeared and held
the sheet taut. ·
Dora Vane, who had been looking down and
avoarently awaiting-- instructions, now pluckily

swung out of the ·upper window herself and slid
down into Tom's arms. A cheer went up from the
spectators who caught a view of the boy's nervy
action. At that moment a tongue of fire burst
from the window .where the girl had been but a
moment bef0re.
' 'Ii,.
Dora Vane was now seen to put her arms about , '
Tom's neck, then both of them leaped outward
from the building- toward the rushing- river below.
CHAPTER VIII.
How Percy Jewett Was Taken Down A Peg Or
Two.
Tom and Dora, clinging to one another, struck
the water with a loud splash which sent a spurt
of spray many feet into the air, and then vanished under the surface.
It had been a daring leap for life, but was
clearly the only chance they had to escape the
death-trap which had hemmed them in.
The half dozen rowboats, holding curious spec-·
tators who had taken that means to view the fire,
were instantly propelled in the direction tqe,brave
youth and ,the plucky girl were last seen.
They soon came to the surface, but Dora was
partly unconscious.
Tom nevet lost his presence of mind, and instantly struclc out for the shore.
·
One of the boats quickly overtook him, and he
allowed its occupant to drag the helpless girl out
of the water.
·
A minute later both were safe on the bank,
in the midst of a crowd of sympathetic townspeople who had flocked to the spot.
Tom resigned Dora to the care of several ladies and, all dripping as he was, made his way
amid a perfect ovation to the. front of the blazing
warehouse.
· Ike Hurley rushed up· and fairly huJ?g-ed him in
his- arms, so delighted was he to see the lad back
from the very jaws of death without even a
scratch.
Heaven love you, 'lad!" he exclaimed, joyfully.
And now up came Meyer Sup'pegreenz, as black
as a negro from the smoke. He had just been
relieved from his post, and had instantly spied
Tom in the center of a dense crowd of spec- ·-ttators.
"Ach, mine friendt," he said, with tears in his
eyes. "I vos afraid dotJou don'd come py der
ground some more dimes retty. I felt so pad as
I couldn't oxsplain to you, so help me shimmany
cribs."
. "Don't mention it, Supegreenz. You're all
right," and Tom shook his hand with a hearty
grip.
.
While Tom Sedley, whether he would or not,
was holding quite a levee surrounded by suc.b. of
the Yolunteer No. 1 boys as were not then busy
with ~he word in hand, as well as many of the
academy students who recog-nized Tom's heroia
action and were glad to publicly acknowledge it,
the sturdy e~orts of the young fire-fighters were ··
getting the flames under control at last, although
a larg~ part of the building was gutted out, and
the rest of it, the livinir rooms of the Vanes OD
the top floor, rurned beyond repair.
·
··
(To be continued)
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heat, otherwise the steel will not st~nd the hig1,
ALCHEMIST'S DREA,M COMES TRUE
That the dream of mediaeval alchemists of temperature to which it is subjected. That is
. . .
forcing . natu,re to give up her secret of how to waste in he~t energy.
make gold is nearing practical realization is the · "The future development of the steam engine
prediction freely made in German scientific cir- ~11 be a-long line~ of increased steam pressure
des. In the seclusion of their laboratories Ger- with smaller and lighter engines,
,"The complete .engine and boiler will be much
man scientists are working on this problem with
smaller and lighter than its equivalent in an ingreat energy and secrecy.
Prof. A.' Miethe, famous scientist of the Char- ternal combustion engine and will be more suitlottenburg Technical High School, whose an- able, even much superior, for airplanes and au•
nouncement of successfully making goM out of tornobiles."
mercury created a sensation 'in the scientific world
now is reported to have closed a contract with th~
''HAMLET" UP TO DATE
Siemens-Schuckert Company of Berlin for further
America, too, is to see "Hamlet" in modern
development and• realization on a practical com. dress. A. L. Erlanger announced yesterday that
mercial basis of his discoveries.
he will organize · two companies .immediatelyone to play in New York and one to 11:0 on tourA STRANGE NEW DRUG
to · present the Shakesperian drama in the same
A new drul? that has been recently brou1?ht way th1;1-~ it is now being done at the Kingsway
to this country for chemical examination is called Theatre m Lonebn. The idea of producin,g- "Hamby the natives of the Colombian territories of let" in twentieth century garb in London
the Putumayo ·and Caqueta Rivers, where it belongs to Sir Barry Jackson, and the Enf!.'lish
1?rows, by the peculiar name of "Y;i.je." The newspapers have been discussing the novelty.
drul? is prepared from the stem of a rather leaf- The Bard wrote his plays, not for a l?ener:ition
less shrub which averae;es about nine to twelve but for all time,. said some of the commentators'.
feet hi11:h. What leaves there are are counter- and there was no earthly reason whv tlie charpoised and a dark olive 11:reen in color. The in- acters in "Hamlet~' should not wear up-to-date
fusion made from the stem by heatinl? in water clothes. Of course, there were others who thought
is reddish with 1?reenish :fluorescence, and · ori it sacrilege to put the melancholy Dane in plus
.46
topaz havinl? a beau- fours in the graveyard scene and to use
keeping this changes to
tiful bluish-green fluorescence. Under the in- automatic in his duel with Laertes, but Sir Barry
fluence of the drink the natives jump, scream, went ri,g-ht ahead with his preparations and
great uproar. according to the cablegrams, the London theatre~ ·
and run wildly' about making
Accordingly it is highly prized for ceremonial l?oers are flockin11: to see the performance at the
occasions, fresh potations beinl? taken as the Kinl!,"Sway Theatre this week and heartily enjoy
· ·
·
,
·
effects of the precedinl!: ones wear off. Accord- the innovation.
Mr. Erlanger's production will be exactly siming to Prof. Villalba, who has investiJ?ated it,
the infusion contains -two alkaloids that may be ilar, only with an American tinge. All the charreadily crystallized. One, the most important, acters, male and female, will be dressed to suit
he has named "Yajeine," and the secondary one, the various scenes as if those were taking place
"Yajenine." Experiments upon guinea pigs show today. "We cannot, of course, permit," said Mr.
that the toxic dose is about 0.2 gm. per kgm. Erlanger yesterday, "the players to drink wine
body wei11:ht. In small doses it gives human and whiskey on the sta11:e as they say they do in .\.., beings a . deep sleep and sen~tion of well-being. London, but we shall easily find some substitute
for that. In fact, if we are going to present an
absolutely u1rto-date Hamlet, then we must obWILL STEAM REPLACE GASOLINE
It is all wrong to imagine that the steam age is serve all the c1;1stoms and manners of t~e day,
passing and the future belqngs entirely to oil and and the Volstead law must be taken into consideration along 'with everything else."
internal combustion engines.
Mr. Erlanger has already started his preparaIt is the oil age which is passing, and steam,
which is to be. the motive power of the fut1,1re, tions for the production, which will" undoubtedly
of the great novelties of the present theaccording to two of England's most distinguished be one season.
,
scientists, Dr. John S. Haldane and Sir John Cad- atrical
EnMining
of
Institute
the
at
ma11, in addresses
·
gineers at Car(iiff. ..
"Moving Picture Stories"
Doctor Haldane predicted a time when the
steam engine will be used in airplanes and auto- A Weeltly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Play?,- 8
mobiles, and condemned the internal combustion
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
engine for its ineffii:iency.
"Theoretical efficiency of any heat en·gine is put
Each number contains Three Stories ot the Best !films
at 50 per cent. of the heat units applied to it," on the -Screen-Elegant Half-tone Scenes trom the Plavs
A.rticles About Prominent People in the
he said, "but we all know -that no engine actually - Interesting
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studio
has ever given great efficiency than 30 per cent. FilmsScenario Writing.
in
Lessons
and
In the steam engine we have to jacket every part
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
to retain heat, but in the internal combustion enNew York City
2ine we have to adopt methods of getting rid of 166 West 23d Street

a

a

a
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RA VENOUS SEA BIRDS
1
With the arrival of the Pacific liner Essequi.bo
from Valt>araiso Commander K E. Du:1can. asNEW YORK, OCTOBER 2, '1.925
serted there is a Humboldt current flowmg sixty
miles, wide from Valparaiso to Panama Bay,
TERMS TO SUBSCRl.b!ili.~
through· which he passed on his voyage, in spite
of the recent statement of William Beebe, author
l!iu a le Copies •• •. . •...•••••••••• P oat.aiie Jl'ree
and marine ~xplorer, to the contrary.
One cop7 T h ree MoathB........
"
· "
Because of retent submarine upheavals, the
u ue (;opy IUx Alontba. . .. •. • • • •
••
"
temperature of the current increased from 65 deUue Cop)' One Year ••• ;.. . .. . ..
••
Canada, s,.oo; F oreig n, $5.00.
grees to 75 degrees, according to Commander
HOW T O 8BND IIONBY - At our rlak aend P. O.
Duncan, and that this increase in temperature
Mone)' Order, Check or Re11:lstered Letter; remittance•
111 IIDT other wa T are at ;your risk. We acce pt Poatal(e had been the cause of the death of myriads of fish
StamJ>a the aamu aa caah. When aendln11: allnr wra p who were being feasted upon by gannets, whalethe Coin In a aeparat. piece of paper to avoid cuttlns birds, pelictLTis and gulls. He said the city of
tlJe ennlope. Write 7our name and addrea• plainl:r.
Valparaiso was now infested with large num~r&
Addre11 letter• ,to
,
of _sea birds ravenous for food, who even
Harr, B. Wolll', Pr...
}
HARRY E. WOLFF, the city refuse heaps and garbage cans raided
in the
Publisher, Inc.,
Claarlea L NJ'lander, Sec,.
streets. The shore of west coast towns he also
166 W. 23d St., N. Y. noticed on the trip, were covered in places with
L. F. Wllala, Treaa.
n umerous dead sea birds and that flocks of hungry birds foJlowed the vessel and had to be beaten
away with brooms. These birds, the commander
said, were so hungr:f they would snatch food from
passenger's hands.
WORLD'S LONGEST RAILWAY
Colonel Alfred A. G. T . Le Fevre, sub-general
The long~t railroad in the world is not in the
United States. By the recent completion of a manager of the nitrate railroads at Jquique, Chile,
connecting fink there is now a continuous line of confirmed Commander Duncan's statements.
track from Meekathearra in West Australia, to
••
Dajarra in Queenslan.d, a distance of 5,433 miles.
The line from Vancouver to Halifax is 3,622
miles long; San Francisco to New York, 3,109
The Teacher-Can you describe a sea-horse?
miles, and from London to Constantinople, 2,227
The Kid-Yes'm. It's the present tense of a
miles.
sawhorse.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
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LAUGHS

NEW POTATO FOUND
A.1:rricultural explorers recently brought from
the high Andes of Colombia and Peru rare varieties of potatoes said to have a flesh as yellow as butter and delicious nutty flavor, accordin_g- to Popular Science Monthly. , United
States experts are crossin_g- the "spud" to produce new forms of exceptional quality.
ELECTRICITY AS A MOTH TRAP
One of the newest uses for electricity on the
farm comes from New Jersey, where a peachgrower discovered that a battery of electric
lights, hun_g- low over pans filled with kerosene,
was an effective wa:v, to rid his orchards of the
oriental moth pest. The lights, he says, lure
the moths from the foliage. The moths fly for
the lights and soon fall into the deadly kerosene
pans.

Ida-After all, a hammock is noth-ing- but a
net. Ernie-You are right. Many a girl makes
a good catch in one.
"Was her marriage a haopy one?" "I should
say it was. She was drawin£ alimony in less
than six months."
"Did you ever feel that the world was against
you?" "Rather, I felt it this mornin£ when I
slipped on the pavement."
"So you've stopped eatin_g meat, have you 7"
inquired the actor. "Who did it-the doctor?"
"No," said the poet. sadly, "the butcher."
Landlady-I'll give you just three days in
which to pay your rent. Ttmant-AU ri£ht: I'll
take the Fourth of July. Christmas and Easter.

A PREHISTORIC WORKSHOP
She-Did you ever meet your ideal woman?
A complete prehistoric workshop containin_g' He-Yes; three yers ago. She-And she is still
Reventeen heaps of flint tools and weapons num- your ideal, I suppose. He-Oh. no. We're marbering altogether 4,000 nieces recently was dis- ried now.
covered by British and American geologists at
Fri~bury, Rochester, in the Valley of Medway,
Friend-I suppose the baby is fond of YOU?
England, says Popular Science Monthly. The Papa-Fond of me! Why, he sleeps all day when
tools. according- to reports of the find, include I'm not at home, and stays awake all night just
hand axes of large flint flakes. hammer stones to enjoy my society.
of quartz, and large rounded pieces of flint.
The cliacovery was made in a queer saucershaped depression in a chalk cliff, and the relics
Ethel-Oh, Jack, be careful to-night, oaoa'e
are believed to date from mid-plei:,tocene times brought home a bulldoir. Jack-That's all ri~ht.
-the age supposed immediately to precede that The dog used to belonir to me, and I g-ot the
dealer to sell him to your father.
of man.
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CURRENT NEWS
GEMS SMUGGLED IN A SHOE BRUSH
Unset diamonds appraised at $94,970 and two
men accused of smuggling the jewels into this
country from Canada were brought to New y ork
by John Robert, special agent of the Treasury
Department. The two men, who said they were
Henry Marguelies, a Brooklyn carpet cleaner, and
Abraham Treppel, a bookkeeper in a shirt manufacturer's office were held for the Federal grand
jury in $2,000 bail each.
The¥ arrived at Quebec on the liner Minnedosa
last May 30 and crossed the border the same day
at Rouse's Point, N. Y., where a part of the diamonds were found on them. They had declared
a total of $168 worth of personal property and
denied they had any -jewelry or precious stones,
despite the finding of an empty jewel box in one
of Treppel's bags.
A thorougJ-\ search finally disclosed $40,000
worth of diamonds .in two candy boxes the men
were carryinii;, each havin£ a box in his coat
p~ket. . The men were held then at Syracuse in
bail, which they gave and took up temporary residence there to await disposition of their case.
Recently the Treasury Department received information that additional diamonds had been
smuggled into this country by the men and were
hidden in their roopi in a SSracuse bqardinghouse. Agent Robert visited the boarding-house
on August 17 and thoroughly searched trunks belonging to the men. In the handle of a shoe brush,
caked with polish, he discovered diamonds ranging in size from twelve karats down and valued
at $54,970.
BROTHERLY AFFECTION
Not long ago two brothers lived in a small town
in New York. One was a lawyer and real estate
dealer, while the other was a carpenter. In the
course of business the lawyer induced his brother
to append his autograph to a note for five hundred dollars given by him (the lawyer) to a local
bank. The carpenter was told by his legal relative that the transaction was a mere matter of
formality and would be all right. All went well
until the note became due, when it was presented
to the guileless carpenter for payment, the presenter informing him that his cautious brother
had made over all his own property to his wife
and the five hundred dollars could not be collected
from him. The surprised and indignant carpenter
hurried at once to see his brother a out the matter. He- found the lawyer seated in is handsome
office, reading a newspaper and sn oking a highpriced cigar. ~
"Say, Charley, that note for five hundred dollars is due, and they have come to me for payment," he said as he entered.
"Well," asked the lawyer, looking up from his
paper, "why don't you pay it?"
"I only si£Ded . as security and to · accommodate
you. Besides, I cannot pay it unless I sell or
mortgage my house and Jot. You are well fixed
and can easily pay the note," answered the other.
"Henry," solemnly and slowly said the man of
law, "you should never assume obligations that

.
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you are unable to meet. But I don't want to be
• ~ard on you! and I'll tell you what I'll do fo_r you,
if you have to sell your house and lot I will finCl
you a buyei: fo;, them and won't char,te JOU a ce~t
of comrm~s1on.
And the no~le-hearted man ht
another cigar and. resumed his paper..
. TJ:ie carpe~ter did not accept the P!1ncely offer
his hberal-mmded bro~her had ma~e hrm, but went
out and mortgaged his home, paid the note, and
was relieved, as time went on, to find that his
brother. did not ~end him a bill for ten• doJlars for
professional advice.
•
MOLASSES MAY AID MOTORISTS
Molass~s, once despised and rejected as a too
plentiful by-product by sugar manufacturers, has
recently come into a new dispensation under the
tutelage of chemists, who have shown that it can
drive motors. From the humble adjunct to the
buckwheat cake they have derived an alcoholether fuel, and its production has already been developed to the stage of an infant industry.
"Present growth of the alcohol motor fuel industry indicates that it will expand greatly in the
near future," says E. C. Freeland, chemical engineer.
"In almost every country the question of future fuel supplies for internal combustion engines is receiving thorough cpnsideration, and it
seems very likely that the use of alcohol will. increase rapidly, especially if there is any diminution of •the petroleum supply.
"In the United States, where there are greater
supplies of refined petroleum than in any other
part of the world, the sale of fuel mixtures, containing ,alcohol, benzine and other substances
large quantities of these mixtures will be used
if the price of gasoline goes very much higher
than the present level."
"Ether manufacture is assuming new importance," declares Mr. Freeland. "To obviate difficulties in the use of denatured alcohol as a motor fuel and to produce a fuel with greater commercial possibilities," he points out, "substances
have been added to. increase the volatility, vapor
pressure and explosive range of the mixture,
thereby enabling existing engines to be used with
only slight modifications.
"Ether is ve1·y volatile, has a high vapor p1·essure, an e:xtremely wide range of explosive mixture with air. and burns with no solid product of
combustion. It is therefore possible to produce
a fuel mixture from molasses which can be very
successfully used in internal combustion engines,
giving uniform feed and flexibility, combined
with smoothness of operation 11,nd emie in starting."
~he _daily yield ?f mollassess on a sugar plar,tat10n 1s comparatively large, a factory crushing
1,000 tons of cane . per day producing- 5,000 or 6,000 gallons of molasses. Formerly this molasses
was used as a cattle food, and sometimes firms
even paid to have it taken away from the facto1·ies.
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WORK & WIN

FROM ALL POINTS

Sto1'ies About Fred Feamot
GREAT SLAUGHTER OF AFRICAN GAME W~ can still supply the following numbers of the
Since a proclamation, d~claring blue wildbeest
"Fred Fearnot" stori_e s:
diseased-that is animals that may be destroyed · • • '
• Price 8 • Cents Each
at sight--because many of them a_N: said to be · 1336 L'rcd 1•earnot s S,•u1·cb for 81nitb; or. U,e l,lan Who
suffering from .a disease called snot1z1ekte, scoi:es . .
could Not ue .1,•ouuct.
of hunters have invaded the Louis Trichardt ~s- 1337 " At the l•'ulr: ,,r, Shuklng Things Up at Shastrict of the Transvaal, and large numbers of wild 1aas " a~':"~; or. A Plot That Was- Baro co Solve.
animals have been shot.·
1~11 " and the Hoy Boxer; or, Giving a Pug111a:
· d'
Points.
·
The people of the q.istrict f e1:1r t h at th"is m_
is- 1:wo " 'l'emperance P1ay: or, Fighting Drink with tb"
criminate shooting will result m the t:xtermmaDrama.
tion of all large game in the a~ea, which . coyt:rs 1341 " Drath · Slide; or, Down the Great Mountain
6,000 square mites, and are ask1~g the Adnums- t"•" ..
Flume.
trator to withdraw the proclamation. They state
,,...,
C~fi,tta:tetess; or. tlte Friend Who .P ia.red
that so great is ~he exciteI?ent caused by th e 1343 " and the Queer Quartette; or• .Jim . .Jack, Joe
hunters that. farmmg operations are at a standand .Jerry.
still.
1341 " and the Girl Telegrapber; or, 1''1ghtlng tbs
PIE IS A REAL FOOD
Pi~ is a real food. Six months' experiment with
rats has proven it, R. _H. Shaw! n~trition expert
for the American ~akmg- As oc1at1on, announced
recently.
So highly does he regard pie a_s food, _Mr. Shaw
s.uggests that its place on the d1_nner bill be w~ll
forward. When pie is eaten for desse~, he said,
the diner has had as much food· as his body ~quires and does not get the good that abo_unds m
pie. He thi-nks pie should precede other ~shes.
Two groups of rats were us_e d in t~e tes~s. One
was fed custard pie, and the other nc_e, potatoes,
cabbage,. spinach and bread. The _pie-fed rats,
Shaw said, gained weight more rapidly than the
others.
Custard, pumpkin, squash an~ ~weet J?Otato p~es
head Mr. Shaw's list. Apple pie 1s low-m protem,
but is an excellent source of heat and energy and
has slightly more value, pound for pound, than
wheat bread.

1345

"

1:147

"

13l6 "

1348 "
1349 "
1350 "
• 1351

"

l3a2 · "
laf,3 "
13M "
• .:,", • "
1....,
1356 "

1357 "
1358 "
1369

"

lMO

"

1361

"

1362

"

136:l

;;

Train Thieves.
'l'ry for Goal: or, Winning In the Last Moment
Indian Boy; or Civilizing a Sange.
·GF:{eo~acrlfke ! or, AH for the Sake or a.

and "Tired Tim'•: or, The Lo7.lest Bov In Town
Football Giants: or, Handling a Heavy I.lne. ·
Exploring _'.l'rlp: or, A Week In the Cr_\'8tt1l
Caves.
and thr. Fur Hunters; or, A Trip to. Hudson's
~~

.

Long Pass; or, T.be Play That Pu1.,led All
and the "Dutch Flyer"; or. Up Against · tha
Champion Skater.
Mr,stlc Mark; or, The Hlndoo's Strange Warn.,
.
leeng.
Cutter.; or. The bFa•.est
Boat on the T.t1lrt>
ai~ :/:,in _Boy Milli noire: or, On the Ro 9 ii
Hockev Winners; or, A Hot Game on the Ice.
FIM~U~~1:tn~llde; or, Tbe Toboggan to the
Wc<-k of Danger; or., Deallo,r ,.. tth the Whart
Gang.
In the Gym; or. Winter Sport with College.
Boys.
·
anJ ~~It~nrled Gold; or. Fighting the Mextcao
8

1364

Ocean Voyage; er, The Mystery of Stateroom
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race; or, Ten Hours on Skates.
and the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving an Honest
Hoy,
n•:{11\~!~sr1oL~~tu~\1:.ry"; or, The Boy Who was
Lightning Drive; or, The Champions of the

THEIR 1366 "
LOSE
POLICEMEN
1367 "
BEARDS
Rlnk.
1368 " and the Indian Queen; or. The "Bad'' Men o(
Innovatjon after innovation follow.s the trend
the Trading Post.
of the times in new Turkey. By _order of the Pre- 1369 " Cross Co.untrv Run; · ot. Wlnnlog the Great
Paper Chase.
fect, the picturesque night w::1tchme_n of Con- , 1370 " Training
Trip; or, ln the Son th with a Basestantinople must shave off their flow~ng be:i,rds,
ball Nine
crop their long hair and replace their van-c_ol- 1371 " nod Littl e Dick : or. The Trials t•f a Poor
Working Boy.
ored turbans and scarfs and baggy trousers. with 1372 " Ba•ehnll
Giants; or. Winning the Opening
a uniform resembling that of the regular police.
Gam e.
No longer are the wakeful inhabitants of the 1373 " Boy Life -Savers; or. Brave Work On the
Beach .
c ity to hear the reassuring beat of their long irono ne Pin e; or The Myste ry of the llfoonshlne
tipped sticks on the cobblestones .or thieves to 1374 " atCLntl)fl
.
.
make their escape, thanks to the warning tap-tap- 1375 " Playing the Gatne; or, Ont With His New Nine.
1376 " Road Riders; or . .Rustling With Roughs.
tap. The sticks of the watchmen have been con- 1377
and the Battery Boys; or, After the What·! Rats.
fiscated, and the policeman's billy, less attractive 137!! "" Cle
ve r Cun es; or . BP!tting Out th e Batsmen.
but of more p.ractical value, is to be carried in~ 137~ " Island Myste ry; or, Camping in Canada.
1380
"
Boy
Marvel; or. Rringing Out II Young Pitcher.
&tead.
1381 " IT11.rd Pull ; or, Wino Ing th Slnitle Sc ulls.
Heretofore the watchmen, or "bikdjis," as they 1382 " Among the Poor; or, The Dark Side or Life.
are called, have collected gratuities from house~ny- of tho above numbers will be mailed to y-ou
holders on their beats instead of receiving regu- postaire free, upon receipt of tho price m money-, or
posta,io
stamps.
lar wages. Now the municipal government will
HARRY Jil. WOLFF, PUBLISHER. INC.,
exact from each family, in proportion to its financial capacity, a sum to be paid to them as a reg166 West 23rd Streat.
New York. N. Y,
ular wage.
TURKISH

PHIUPPI NE
RUBBER
NEXT?

LI I I L'E A .D S

Write to Riker & King, Ad11ertising <(Jf!ioee, 680~roadw ai, 1;-1•w.Yo-r~ Cit11, or_29
1
The U. S. is Eaet Madison S(reet, Chicago, fo,- particular, about ad11H't:iftng
tn tht1 magazi,a,
turning to the ·
rhilippines for
MARRY 11!' LONBLY "Home Maker'': hunAGENTS WANTED
relief in supply- I'LL
dreds rich: reliable, YHr• experience: dePROVE to you that· you can make $96 1crlptlon1 tree. Tbe Su~•ful
Club, Box
ing the enormous
a W('('k. taking orders fo;r J"ennings Guar- 1166, Oakland, California.
d~mand for rub- ant~d Hosiery. I 1urnish complete equipment and offer you an Essex Coach without
beT, costing the cost.
W~ite now. The Frank B . J"ennings MARRIAGE PAPE&-20t b year. Bl• i88UO
country approx1- Co..
Dept. L 222, Dayton, Ohio.
with de• crlptlon •, photo•, namu and adm at e l y $300,dree1e1. 26 cents. No other tee. Sent 1ealf'd.
000,000 a year.
NEW ·WONDERF UL SELLER - Cost 10c, Box 121111, a, llo~OD, Ma• L
profit $1.40 monogramin g autos. ExperiIncreases in ence
unnecessary. Free samples. Worcester HARRY-Fre e pbotograpb1 , directory and
prices on British Monograms, B 134, Worcester, Mal8.
dHcrlptlone of wealthy member•.
P11l.
and South Amerwhen married. Ne'W Plan Co., Dept. S .
ican rubber have AGENT8-W RITE FOR FREE SAMPLES. Kan1ae City, )lo.
Sell Madison "Better-Mad e" 1blrta for
awakened Amerilarge Manufacture r, direct to wearer. No OO!IIE TO FLORIDA-M arry lonely maiden,
can producers to
wealthy. League, Box 89, Oxford, Fla.
enpltal. or experience required. Many earn
thE: immediate ne$100 weekly and bonua. Madison Mtgra.,
l'i03 Broadway, New York.
cessity of finding
MARRY-MA BRIAOB Dr&EOTORY wltb
photo, and de• crlptlon • tree. Pa,. when
other fields for
NEW CAMERA takes and flnishee photos married. The Excbanse, Dept.
M5. K11nsn•
production of rubIn one minute. Make monev eellin11: cam- City, Mo.
lier.
Prns, or taking photos. Exclusive terrlt.ory. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Crown Co., Dept. 967, Norwalk, Conn.
MARRY--W rlte tor -b hr new directory with
Absence of any
photos and de1crlptlon1. Fr<>f'. Nation~!
satisfactor y sub.A.,rencr
Dept.
A, 480CI, Sta. JU.. Kan • n,
1
Y no competition selling Val- Cl_!:I', MO.
l!>titute has stimu- ABSOLUTEL
Style millinery. Every
buya. You
lated the quest make $25 to $111() a week. woman
Wrlte tor Flpec-ial ATTB.AOTJV
E YOUNG LADY worth $2?1.000,
for a country to Otter and Exclusive Territory. Val-Style Hat
loni,Jy. will marry. (R. C.) B-1022, Wfch;rival British and Co., A81, Val-Style Building, Cincinnati, 0. lta, Kansas.
Dutch East InHELP WANTED
GET A SWEETHEA RT. Exch11Dl!e lettf'U.
dies, Brazil, and
Write me enclo1ln« 1tamp. Violet Ray,
S needed everywhere. Big pay
the other rubber DETECTIVE
experience unnecessary, easlly learned\ 11 Dennl1on, Ohio.
rroducing . coun- to 45. write Earl Wilcox. H07 Lafayette hVe,
tJ ies, with Great SE, Grand Rapids, Mich.
MARRY-Lo nely Hl'arts. join our rluh. w"
have II compAnlon for yon . m11ny worth ·
Britain virtually
from
S~.000 to Sl!(),()(l(). De1crl Tltlon8, photo~.
mon·o polizing the DETECTIVE & NEEDl!:D EVBBYWH.11 :RE. Introduction~
RPntl "" monf'Y, StandWork
home
or traTel, experience unnecea' ard Cor Club,free.
world trade.
Grayslake, Ill.
1ary. Write George R. Wa,rner, former
An illuminatin g Govt. Detective, 11168 Broadway, N. Y.
8WEETHEA RT8 for everyhoily,
Stamnefl
1·eport ori the' fuenvelopes tor propo~nl.
Mirrors. French plate. Easily ~tntlon 'R. Cll'velan«'I. Ohio. The Lily Clnh,
ture of the Philip- SILVERING
learned; Immense prollts. Plane free. Wear
pines as a 1·ubberMirror Works, Excelsior Sprlnire, Mo.
COMF. TO FT,ORTD.4-1 \Inrry lon<'lv mnl<l<'n,
prc'<iucing center
wl'nlthy. Lf'agu<'. Rox :m. Oxfnr,J, Fla,
was made by
PERSONA L
t h e Departmen t
Ml8CELLA NEOU8
ARE \ ' 00 LONESOME ? Write Betty Lee,
of Commerce last
lnc., Rox 820 City Hnll Station, New York lVOUT,D YOTI like to know what <lav of thf'
W<'<'k ,,011 W<'l'f' horn? SPnd Al!f'. hlrthilav
City. Stamp nppre'!inted.
week.
and a illmt> (coin) nn,1 I will ff>ll you. L. Fl.
Some ·discour- H'l'NDREDS eeeklr!g marriage. If slncrre Hayes. Box 137. NPwbt>rry, :at f'.
enclose stamp. Mrs. F. Wlllard, 2928
1:gement is felt in
SONGWRITERS
th€· instability of Broadway, Chicago, lllinole.
SEND TODAY tor free copy Writer•• D11 ab or in the LONELY HEART8-1 have
,re• t: tells bow to write and sell abort
a 1weetbeart tor
l'hilippines which
you. Exchange letters: mnke new friend •. • tori~•• pbotoplaya, poem,, 100,i;s. Writer'•
may put obstacles Efficient, confidential and dhtnllled • enlce. Dleest, G-22. E. 12th llt.. Clnelnnatl.
in the way of
rneck:~~~ui :~r,io~~!. Eva Moore, Box 908,
TOBACCO HABIT
fostering an inor Snulf
fant rubber_ in- COME TO FLORIDA-1 \Inrry lonely maiden. Tobo.<'eo
$1 .00 if cure d .
. W e althy. League, Box 39, Oxford, l<' la.
uustry.
Superbn Co.,
A' satisfactor y
labor supply is
regarded a s one
of the prime . requisites to rubber
production . Support of the Filipmos themselves
(fits in the mouth and
t0 American encannot be seen}lou
imitate Birds,
terprise in grownlmals, etc. without
ing rubber trees
a n d cultivating
~~~~tfil°."; d ~k· of
JOKXS by mall for l,.._ ,
the c r o p must
Unlveroal Dlot.,
• ~
first be obtained.
Bo,. 682, 80.mford,
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BLANK
CARTRIDGE PISTOL
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Into a trunk, under
the bed or any. where. Lots of fun
~ fooling the teach•
" er, policeman orfriends.
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THE "LOST
ATLANTIS"

ff1lokt, $JJ AUJ,dJt

We will now BY JUST WEAR.ING if ESE
know definitely as
to whether there
A new kind of shoe-ln'1slble
is a "lost Atlan- 1J}t.r&•1t1llsb-b&1
steel arch suooort that re·
foot strain and a?ITee
tis," and m any lints
wonderful comfort, J u at
:::, the r mysteries wear tbe1e11 shoe• of ftnest
~:!1tJ
tl' f,~.J:d
cf the past. Dr. woman want• them at a- St :r o Plue Comfort >
mazln~
orlces. There la
$3,95, $4,95
\
Hartman, a man no easle~lowoleaaanter
wal.,to , And a f ow hl11h el'
of wealth, has in- ~~~re~, d~1J\t ~I t~e and ,oare time. Mrs. White
vented a deeper made SH 1!111t daJ.• M1$9 Jensen made $63 In ona
week. Style-Arch will aooolnt one wom11D In each COlP·
E-ea-sounding ap- mun1t7,
Just send name and address for complete detilll
samole Une FREE, and bow lo aet your own sboet
paratus than has -ful
P&lJ' oostman not one cent. Mall oostcard today.
ever been known, FRF.E.
"bl•~h Shoe company, ~ pt. 12410 cnnclnnatl, 01111
:.r,d is now in
L o n d o n conferring with t h e
Old Money Wanted
Royal Geographic
p ay F ifty Dollars for nickel or 1013
Society as to or- Will
L iberty hea1, (no Bu1falo) . We pay
ganizing a great with
cas h vremiumB for all rare coins. Send 4c
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, Instructive, and Amusln,r. They ·contain
Valuable Information on Almoet
Every Subject.

LATEST ISSUES
1149 Young Wild West at Yan\ree Camp; or, A Fourth
of· J'uly on the Border. ·
1150 " Cornered by Apaclles; or: Arlette. and the
• Poisoned Arrow.
115' " anJ ';I;.~ocent Ike": or, Trapplni.r a Tricky

Ne. H.

HOW TO RQW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

-Fully Illustrated. Full instructions. are given lo this
little book, together with tnstructlllns• on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one is
deslr.o us o! knowing what his future life will bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 29 HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every
boy should know bow Inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples In electricity, hydrnuUcs, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechan~a.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One ot the most Instructive
books on cooking ever published. It contains reclprs
for cooking meats, llsh, game and oysters; alao pies,
puddings, cakes and all kinds ot pastry, and a grand
collection of recipes.
No. Sll. HOW TO BEHAVE.-ContalnJng the rules
and etiquette ot good society and the easiest and moat
Approved methods of appearing to good adv.antage at
parties, balls, the theatre, church, and In the drawinfl-room.
No. SS. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A completP an'1
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations
of b!IUards, ba~atelle, back-gammon. cro<tuet. dmni "
etc.
No. 38. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contalnlng all the lea<Ung- conundrnms of the day, amusing riddles, curious catchM and witty sayings.
No
411. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includlng blots on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
mu atra ted.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOK EBOOK.-Contalnlng a great variety of tbe latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels ls complete without this wonderful little book.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP-

SPEAK.ER.-Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump
apee~hes, Negro, Dutch and Irtah. Also end men's jokes.
.Just the thing for home amusement and amateur s'hows.
No, 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOK.-'Somethlng new and very
Instructive.. E:iery boy should obtain this. book, as 1t
contains full Instructions tor organizing an amateur
minstrel. troupe.
•
No, 48, HOW TO ~ E AND USE ELECTRICITY.
-A description of the wonderful uses o/ electricity and
electro magnetism; together . wlth full instructions tor
I m"klng Electric Toys, Batteries~ etc. By George Trebel.
A. M., M. D. Containing over llfty Illustrations.
No. 411.

HOW TO
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BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
1182 "
handy book tor boys, containing fnll directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manper of sail1183 "
ing them. Fully Illustrated.
• No. 49, HOW TO DEBATE.-Olving · rules for con•
1184 "
ducting debates, outlines tor debates, questions for dis. cusslon and the best sources for procuring lnformatlon
1185 "
nn tbe question given.
No. 60. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIJ\lALS,
-A valuable book, giving Instructions In collecting, pre- 1186 "
f)arlng, mounting and preserving birds, animals and In·1187 "
sects.
.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRI()KS WITH CARDS.-Con- 1188 "
tatning explanations of the general principles of sleight• · ll89"
of-hand appUcalJ!e to card trlcl<s; or card tricks with
or,dln~ry cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; •of 1190 "
tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
1191 "
.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
h1mdy little book, giving the rules and full direct!on9
111)2 "
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Casino. Forty-Five,
1193 ;;
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
1194
Fnnrs. and mnny other popular games of c11rds.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MAN'AGE PETS.1195 "
fliving complete information as to the manner and method pf raising, keeping, taming, breeding 11nd man11glng
1196 "
All kinds of pets: also giving full Instructions for making ~ages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight Illus1197 "
trations.
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Prairle Pursuit: or, Arletta a CapttTe.
an<! · the Te.;,cas Cowboys~ or, The Scrimmage
with the Sbcepmen.
Washin,a: Out Gold; or. Arletta's Lucky Discovery.
Mexican Mlxup; or. T!le Sliver Mine Dispute.
Widow's Claim; or, Arietta's Brave Deand the Range Boss; or, Crooked Work at tbe
Sleepy J'.
C'1:t~~~te. by Sav11ges; or, Arlette's Daring
and the Mexican Deadshot: or, The Shooting
Match On the Border.
atG~rd Luck: or, Arietta and the Stream ot

aie~

D~~~g~~f a Ranch ; or, Bes ieged by Cattle
and the Miner's Trap; or, Arletta•~ Gre11t Shot.
at Ace High Fair; or, The Llvt>llest Time on
Record .
Risky Ride; or, Arletta and th.- Gnlch Gan~.
Bnckskfb Band: or, The SherllT's Bl~ Mistake.
Double Trlumnh: or. Arletta Saving the Flag.
and "Cowboy jack": or, Spoiling a Ranch Raid.
Only Chance: or. Arletta'& Quick Throw.
Desf)erate Charge; or, The Shot That Beat the
Redskins.
·
nt Gild Dust Flat: or. Arletta and the Secret
Bnnd.
In Danger: or, Helping the Trapped · Cavalrymen.
nnd the Dutchman's Claim; or, A,rletta Defen<Hng- ~Te•· T,1fP. '
Taming the Cowpunchers; or, The Hard Cr.o wd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
At'ter the "Vultures"; or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
CalJlng the Two Oun Man
r, Saving a Sherllf's Life.
and the Boy Ranr.hero; or, Helping a Tendertoot to Success.
and "Ginger . Jnke"; or The Boss of Gimlet
Gulch.
\
otge i:d[ic~~~~aw Chief; or, Arietta Defying
Defyln~ an Ambush; or, Arletta Leading the
Cavalry.
Saved B:v a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanlsbln~ Light.
Double Suhffle: or, The Celet>ratlon at Buckhorn Ranch.
Capturing a Chief; or, Arletta As a Cavalry
Scout.
and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
. TLff~~ed in a Can'yon; or, Arletta'e Swing For

At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
At The Stake.
and the Doomed Mine; or, .Arletta's Lite at
Stake.
·
Racing For a Ranch; or, Spltllre On His Mettle.
Marked By Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Senor.
ao!ict~e "Silver Kid," or, The Dandy of the
and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta's Daring Escape.
Surrounded By Death; or, Tbe Seven Sticks of
Dynamite.
Staking R Claim; or. Arietta On Guard
Greaser Chase; or. The Outlaws of the Border~
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wila
Horses.
Booming · a Camp; or, Tbe Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or .Arletta
as an Auctioneer.
,
Ousting the Outlaws: or, The Clean :Op
Fancy Flat:

..,_t

For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to an7 ...
dress on reeetpt ot price, Sc. per copy, ln mono7
or postace •~amps by
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